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HOLLAND,

VOL. XXIV.

r

DK. \. C. V. K. GILMORE, Dentist.

J. 6.

HUIZINGA, M.

D.

year,

Physician and Surgeon.

with a rttocount of&O oents to those
'

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
There

Holland City News.
PublUhed every Saturday. Terms f 1.60 p

MICH.,

paying in advance.

MULDER BROS.. Publishers.
Hites of advertising made
tion.

known on

is one family In

NO. 43

16. 1895.

Holland that

De Hope has entered upon Its Thirtieth Volume, and

can boast of six bicycles.

Is

prospering.

The electriclight bills collected by
The government^ has ^changed the
Marshal Van Ry for the month of name of Sandy Hook In New” York
October foot up $700.
harbor, to Fort Hancock.

‘M

The well known Chicago hotel, the
There will he service In Grace Ep'lsc.
(Tran 1 Pacific, Is to be torn down to church next Sunday evening, conductmake way for a sky scraper.
ed by Mr. C. A. Stevenson.

applica-

Holland City Nsws Printing House, Vnn
dor Veon Block, Eighth St., Holland,Mich.

_
_

The late rains followed by a heavy
The large plate glass In the store of
duly appreciated P.JIostema Sc Co., accidentally broken
throughout this section of the coun- the other day,” has booh reptaced.

snowfall were

try-

DRES5 GOODS!

The people of the United States use
Capt. Robbins of the life saving
on
an average 12,000,000postage
Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Hose and
service paid off the crew at the Holstamps
of all kinds each and every
Throat a Specialty.
land station Monday. They will go
day In the year, or a total of 4,380,000,0 dice and residence on River Street. ouf of commission for the winter No0C0 per annum.
Ofllce Hours: From 11 a. m. to 3 r. M.
and 7

vember 30.

to

i»

p. m.

(Dem.): We felt It In
our bones that this was a Democratic
year. We have since had reason to
Alban

You want the late&t^0*^

WE HAVE

- ALL

If You
The services of a

IT!

—

THE POPULAR ROUCLE EFFECTS.

Need
first-class

DENT1ST-

Call on-

Storm Serges and ruff textures of all discretions. French and German Novelties, with trimmings to match. Take a peep at our window full of these late creations in dress goods. We are putting out
the best values possible in 1J yd. wide broad cloth at 45c, 50c and 60c.

Black Henriettas.

We make
offer of a

a standing
dress pattern

to anyone buyltg a Blk.
Imp. Henrietta to equal
ours at 50c.

^
#
A
s
^

\

All for thechil-

dren.

Dnz. Fleece Lined
Vests and Pants

100

f
a

19c
a

SatnDluv, 9 KW

C. L. Strong

Cor. 8th and River Sts., above Holland
City State Rank.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Special.
Our

\

^
A
M \

Dr. A. Lambert,

Wheat

entire lino

60 cents.

of 50 cent Novelties,

latest out,
424c.

& Son.

Vander Veen Block, Corner Eighth and

River Sts.

Over 200 hunter licences have been
issued by the Allegan county clerk.

ij

Argus

HI

fllWERIGflN"

the electriclight poles

Is

in the

Absolutely Pure*.

having
street

scraped and cleaned, and the only de-

A

mm

iii of

tnrtur bilking powder. HlgbMt

of all In leavening Atrcngth.-Latat United
State* Qovemment Food Beport.

Hoyal Bakimo Pownmt

Co.,

10fl

Wall 81.,

N.T.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Stan*
W. C. Walsh, owner of the thre
E. Goold
by\.ton, Friday, November 8, a daughter.
story
brick
building
occupied
of Chicago, were at Macatawa Park
early in the week looking after their Messrs. Rlnck & Co., has fallen In
Ionia county people are taking steps
property interests and perfecting with the procession and remodeled to secure a vote .on the local-option
plans for their handsome cottages to the old store front with plate glass.
question.
Judge J. C. Everett and

J.

be built for next season.

A

At Saugatuck Leo Francis, a 15-yea
old lad, committed suicide Monday b;
discharging a shot gun with a string
tied to the trigger. The charge en
tcred the neck, and came out of th
top of his head. No cause is known
for the deed.

_

In the recent election In Iowa,
Sioux county went between 500 and

_

\
Muskegon is having a lively time jority.
over the truant law. Fully 500 boys
Chief Simon Pokagon of the Pot'o^
will have to leave the factories and wattamles tribe of Indians has concluded to distributethe $104,000, re-

by the government,
among
the members of his tribe at
goes into effect next week, requiring
South Haven Instead of St. Joseph,
canvassers for manufacturing or pubas was heretofore planned. This
lishing firms to take out licenses the
change is made on account of South
same as peddlers.
Muskegon has an ordinance, which

board of public works

believe that what we felt In our hones coration hereafter allowed will })e a
card, “Post No Bills."
was rheumatism.

Trains on the C. & W. M. will be
600 Republican, except on Sheriff. P.
operatedon a new time card, to take
Schaap managed to pull through on
effect on Monday.
the Democratic ticket, with a pluraliThe ferry on Grand River between ty of 128. This will be his third term.
Spoon vllle and Crockery has been laid Hon. Henry Hospers was also elected
up because of low water.
as state senator with a ilattering ma-

attend school.

The

POWDER

cently awarded

regular meeting of the Western

The new plate glass front In J, A.
Brouwer’s furniture store on River
land, on Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 11 a. m. street Is one of the most conspicuous
The topics to he discussed are: “A In the city. It secures him an elegant
TheologicalBasis of Ethics," by Prof. and spacious show window.
J. T. Bergen, and “Dr. Bavlnck’s
The two Blcndun boys, John BenTreatment of the Question of Inspiturn and Peter Olsen, who plead guilration," by Prof. Henry E. Dosker.
ty In the circuitcourt to an Indecent
In the United States women are rap assault upon a 12 year old girl, have
idly crowding out men as school been sentencedto six months In the
teachers. From 1880 to 1890 the women Ionia House of Correction.
gained 17 per cent. In Michigan the
Contrary to the expectations Zeeproportion of men teachers Is 21 per
land will soon have another paper. It
cent. In Massachusetts it Is only 9
will make Its appearance next Tuespercent. In the South they reach
day, under the headline “The Weekly
from 50 to 60 per cent.
News." A. Van Kovcrlng Jr. will be
The Treasury departmenthaving publisher and editor.
acted favorably upon the petition of
ur citizens for the re-establishment The lecture by Hon. Geo. R. Wendling, Saturday evening, was a literary
f the office of deputy collector of
stoms at this port, has followed up and intellectualtreat, and fully susU
tained the reputation of the speaker
tfcis action by appointingL. T. Kanheretofore established among our lecto the position.The selection Is
ture-attendingpeople.
ajgooi? ene, and meets with general saSocial Conference will bo held at Zee-

Isfaction.

_

,

.

The articles of association of “The
C. Sc W. M. de- Holland Carriage and Bending Worka”
The lines for admission as pharmaRev. James Cantlne, a missionary in pot once known as the Phoenix, hut were filed In the office of the couuty
cist in this state are being tightened.
later as the Alamo Hotel, has been clerk Oct. 80. The capital stock Is
At the session of the state board of Arabia, addresseda large audience in
the
First Ref. church Wednesday changed to St. Charles. Under the $25,000,of which $10,000 is paid In.
pharmacy last week, out of 65 applievening, In behalf of his labors in that management of its present owner and Shares are $10 each, taken as follows:
cants only 25 passed a successful exafar-off country. The speaker is a co- landlord A. E. Ferguson this ancient D. Den Bleyker 500, J. W. Garvelink
mination.
lat^prur with Revs. Sam. M. and P. J. hostelryIs recovering much of Its 50, D. B. K. Van Raalte 50, I. MarLines have been run by the C. Sc W. Zwemer. On Thursday he spoke in former popularity and prestige.
slljc 50, W. E. Russell 100, P. SlcrseM. for the extension of their side Zeeland and on Friday in New HolRev. Thomas Hines of Manistee ma 100, J. C. Post 50, Lugers & Scott
track through Bay View Addition to land. Sunday he will be in Grand
will deliver an address at 7:30 p. m., 75, G. J. Diekema 50, G. P. Hummer
the new carriage and bending works. Rapids.
next Monday, Nov. 18, in Grace Episc. 75, Waverly Stone Co. 30, A. Self 30,
Grading and track-laying will be comThe U. S. dredge Farquahar has church. Subject, “The Politicsof the J. Veneklasen 30, C. Van den Heuvel
menced at an early date.
finished up work at Holland harbor Lord’s Prayer." The speaker will 35, II. PelgrlmSO,C. Hruldhof 30, A.
John Hancock, the Grand Haven for this fall and left for Ludlngton treat on the “Social Problems of the J. Meyer 60, G. J. Kollen 25, I. Capflorist,has forwarded to the Atlanta Tuesday, in tow of the tug Graham. Day," a subject In which he is well pon 25, J. Kole 25, L. Mulder 25, J. H.
exposition a choice collectionof his The piers are in such a condition that at home and in the presentation of Kleinheksel25, P. Gosling 25, Otto
varietiesof carnations and chrysante- all dredgingdone now will have to be which he has established for himself Van Dyk 20.
mums. We venture to assert that it done over again in the spring. A good quite a reputation.
Gov. Renfrew of Oklahoma Territowill he hard to excell it.
sized force of men will continue with
The milling firm of Harvey Sc Ben- ry has granted the extradition applied
A school teacher says the pupils the revetment work for a month or jamin, at Hamilton, have dissolved, for by Gov. Rich of this state, for the
more, under the supervisionof Col.
! who have access to newspapersat
P. H. Benjamin retiring.Mr. and person of Ofcar Smalley who was capWickham.
«.
' home, when compared to those who
Mrs. Benjamin pissed through this tured in the territorythis week. He
A modest lorger has been working
have not, are better readers, better
city last week on their way to Colora is wanted by the Allegan authorities
his way into the confidenceof creduspellers, read mure undetsianddo, where they will make their home for complicity In the Fen n vllle train
lous merchants, in neighboringtowns
ingly and obtain a practical knowlfor the present. They were Impelled robbery of Aug. 20, and also for the
He gives his name as James S. Clarke;
edge of geography in almost half the
to make this change by reason of the subsequent shooting and killing of
buys a hill of goods and orders them
time it requires others. The newsill- health of Mrs. R. Reforc their de
the Grand Rapids detective who had
delivered the following morning; pays
paper is decidedly an importantlacparture from Hamilton their old arrested him. It will be remembered
for them in a bogus check, and retor in modern life.
friends and neighbors gave them
that Smalley was captured last week
ceives a balance of cash in return. He
A saloonkeeperin Lenawee county boat a Grand Haven firm out of $7.8-5 farewell reception, and as a slight hut escaped from the officers by jumphas come to grief. In 1893 the hus- ill this way one day last week, and token of their esteem those present ing through the window of a rapidly
band of Emma Ford of Tecumseh died Vied the same game in Muskegon, left a beautiful umbrella with a gold moving train. He walked forty miles
in a drunken debauch at Jackson. hut failed. In Grand Rapins he has clasp in which were engraved the from the Rock Island Railway to the
words “Benjamin, lb95."
track of the Santa Fe. Not having
Mrs. Ford sued Jacob Cheever, a sa- also been heard from.
had any food he became exhausted
loonkeeperof Tecumseh, for selling
Bert Slagh has been sentenced to
The Michigan State Sundayschool
and
laid down under a hay stack to
liquor to an habitual drunkard, ’getfour months' hard labor at Jackson.
Association, of which Hon. Thus. E.
sleep
and rest, where he was subseting a verdict of $1,500. The case was
On Tuesday he appeared In court, t<'
Barkworth of Jackson is president,
quently
re-captured by the offlceRi.
j appealedand the supreme court sent
receive bis dose. It is a very mild
will hold its 35th annual convention
Smalley
is now on the way east in the
it hack for a retrial, and a second
one, but under the peculiar circumIn Detroit, on Tuesday,Wednesday a' d
custody
of
SheriffStrattonof Aliegua
fury has awarded Mrs Ford $2,627
Thursday of next week. The pro- stances of the case, it is perhaps as Co. and detective Johnson of the C.
damages.
..
gram of exercisesis very complete well this way than if it were more se
The rumor that he had
vere.
The
first
sentence
of
the
court
j
William Lamoreaux of Grand Rap- and the list of speakers embraces leadids committed suicide at his home ing men in this work of Christian eduSunday, in a fit of despondency, by cation in the state and country. We
shooting himself in the head. He was notice that in the session of Wednesthe largest operator in beans in the day evening G . J. Diekema of this
that tnstltutlunwu*six months, aml evening on he a e train from Ch cai country, annually handling a million
city is booked for an address on “The
bushels. He suffered a stroke of apo- Sunday School and the Un reached BO he look llert hack with him to | «"• DetectiveJakeway. accompanied
plexy last summer, which affected his Masses." All Michigan railroads have Grand Haven. On Thursday morn- the party,
mind. He was 58 years old, and leaves consentedto sell round trip tickets iog the court substituted Jackson for
Highest
Ionia— and thus ends the last act In
a wife and adopted daughter. He be* to Detroit and return for one fare.
at
the World’s Fair
the
Holland
arson
cases.
i gan business In Grand Rapids about
The recent explosion In Detroit,
^Iwdy yaars ago.
After passing through a series of
whereby some thirty lives were lost,
vicissitudes
the steamer Macatawa
Another well known Michigan man has fixed the attention of the public
has
again
been
moored in its natal
has passed away, Col. Michael Shoe- upon the use of steam boilers in our
waters.
Last
week
she arrived at
maker, who died at his homeJn Jack- public school buildings. A practical
Saugatuck,
making
the trip from Chin, Sunday, agedTTycarij/He was knowledge of steam appliances is not
onefoTThtTThI rice nth Michigan always inquired into, when passing cago under her own steam. The recent fire she passed through destroyed
Infantry, during the war, and won upqn the fitness and qualifications of
all the structure above the main deck,
special mention for gallant service at a janitor.Then again Janitors as a
Murfreesboro. Politically,he was a rule have many duties to perform in but the hull received little or no damage. Suyd the Commercial: “She will
staunch Democrat, and one of the po- various parts of the ’school, requiring
be pulled out at Martel’s yard and
litical leaders in this.«tate. He served them to be away from the boilers. As
thoroughly rebuilt. The Macatawa
a
precautionary
measure
It
has
been
six terms ;in tiie state senate, and
was built at this place some twelve
suggested
that
in
those
schools
where
held other offices. In .1884, he was
years ago and was originally intended
rs
are
used
for
heating
purposes,
urged to become the Democratic canfor a tow barge. Later machinery
be
placed
in
a
separate
building
didate for Governor, hut declined. He
ining; In Chicago some few years was placed in her and she todk the
was chairman of the Democratic state
MOST PERFECT
route between Holland and Macatawa
central committee, and for 5'ears pres- ago a boiler exploded under like cirA pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder, ftaa
Park, where for ten years she held the
ident of the State AgriculturalSocie- cumstancesin one of their school
torn Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant
field against all opposition,paying
ty and of the Michigan Pioneer Socie- buildings, whereby some twenty pu40
STANDARD.
herselfIn profits several times over."
pils werd killed.
Haven being

a local option

town.

The hotel n»

a1 the

_

______

High
Grade

American
Hammerless

. w

&

Sold at the price
of a

Hammer Gun.

Strongest
and

M

==:=~5S3l
Award-

DR*

Safest

Gun Made

Our

Prices are Right.

+ CREAM

BAUM
PMIB

JOlNMrdware
HOLLAND, MICH.

|

MADE

|

ty- '

I
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YEARS

when Mr. Heald

will be here, to dls- lot numbered 15, iu block numbered
he quesi ion. In this way the 88: n 44 ft. of e. 95 ft. of lot numberpeople can come to n thorough under- ed 8, In block numbered 65; e. 19 ft. of
lauding of the mailer and be able to lot numbered 15 and w. 25ft. of lot
x.'te intelligently. Preside ut Upper's numbered 16 In block numbered H In
efforts deserve hearty support,and It the west addition, lot numbered 16 in
is believed they will rec-lve it from block numbered 10 in the south west
all who me thoioughly interested in addition, and lot numbered 1, In block
the welfare of
numbered 5, in the south west add!Conimeivial:During the past year Mon, Is now on file in my office for
I. F. Austin of Sauguiuek has been public Inspection,
called upon to fi rnish a number of i Notice is also hereby given, that the
meals to county prisoners confined in council and board of assessorsof the
our village jail. He chart e I at the i City of Holland will meet at the counrate of fifteencents per meal and did ! c** roo,u
city, on Tuesday, the
not expect the board of supervisors lv^Mi day of November, A. D. I:.95, at
would he so parsimonious ns to cut
0’cl°c^ p- M , to review said assessthat down a third; hut they
! meet, at which time and place oppor-

cu.*.'

SATURDAY. Nov. 16.

OUK NEIGHBORS.
Ottawa County.

’

»

Allegan.

Lak« Is to have a system of
water worn* all her own. Wells have
been dug, and connected, and t he village council has decided » purchase
the necessary suaiu engine tor pumping purposes.
County Sup’t W. Dlekema spent a
day in Jenlson last week, and the result was that Mouce Mackus, of
Georgetown, has been held In $500
Bills aggregatingover $400 were aluL?aVen al1 Per8on8 iQlcr'
_ supervisorsat ested to be heard.
ball to answer to the charge of illegal lowed by the- board of
Dated
Holland,
Nov. 6th, 1895.
.its recent meeting for detective strparentage.
Geo.
H.
Sipp, City Clerk.
County Clerk Geo. D. Turner has vices. This was for services of the
local option spotu rs. hut by judging
only Issued 30 hunters' licenses ihus
from the size of the fines imposed re
far.
ElectionNoticecentiy for violations of that law the
John Parlslen of this city has at his county is considerablyahead on the Clerk's Oefice.City of Holland.
tongue’s end many tales of the pioneer
November 6th, A. D. 1895. f
deal.
(Javs of Ottawa county. Mr. Parlslen
2b the Electors of the City of Holland:
wjis the flr&t man to carry mail beZeeland.
tween Grand Haven and Kent, now
Whereas, on the 31st day of October,
Grand Haplds, In the latter 30's. He
The had weather and roads prevent- A. D. 1895, a petition was tiled with
made the trip twice a week to Grand ed a good many from attending the t he Council of the City by more than
Rapids and once every week to Port Wendllng lectuie at Holland Satur- fifty qualified voters thereof, praying
Sheldon. The Journey to Grand Rap- day.
t hat an election of the qualifiedvoters
ids then was through dense forests
The Ottawa creamery properly was nf the City he called to determine the
and Mr. Parlslen blazed the trees and sold at auction Monday.
questionas to whether the City shall
thus formed a trail. It was over this
remain incorporated under the special
C. Van Loo attended the re-union act under which it was incorporated,
selfsame trail that the late Thos.D.
Gilbert built the now famous Grand - of his old regiment, the 21st Mich. and by which it is governed at this
Infy., at Grand Bapids last week. He time, or whether it shall become sub
ville road.
delivered an address on the subject of ject to the provisions of Act No. 215.
The Frultport furnace Is now mak- ‘ Our Monument at Chicumauga,”and
of the Public Acts of the State of
ing about 80 tons of pig iron daily.
was also appointed to prepare a histo1895, enThe steamer Pentland during the ry of the regiment and the part it Michigan of the year A.
titled “An Act to provide for the Inseason brought 50,000 tons of ore.
played during the late uupleaaant- corporation of Cities of the Fourth
Sj riDK

t

THE NEW MAN.
In the next century

by some

.

'

did.

_

rousers,

T

Pantaloons,
Pants or

/

Breeches.
But

year of grace

in this

D

Judge Padgham in consultation UC:S.
with several lawyers has made a selection for the law library authorized at
Lake Shore.
the recent session of the Board of
Geo.
Buchanan
of Plainwell visited
Supervisors.
his son Orris for a few days, the fore
Godfres Kuikcn, a German farmer part of last week.
living in Grand Haven town near the
High Goodin has moved his shingle
Robinson line, discovered on his land
a large kettle, in which was a great mill on the Ohio lot, and will manuamount of silverware,the value of facture shingles in connection with
which it is said was nearly $200. The Geo. Osborn.
questionIs how did the silverware Ogden & Reams have bought a new
come on his land. It is believed by saw mill, and are setting it up on the
some to be the booty of thieves who Names land, one mile west of Ottawa
burled it years ago.
Station, where they have several
George Kinney has been appointed hundred thousand feet of lumber to
postmaster at Nunica vice J. D. Pick- cut. They will commence sawing
this week and are prepared to fill all
ett, resigned.
bill sawing which may come, such as
The sale of 28 acres of resort lands
barn timbers, and other lung lumber,
for $6,000 cash was perfected Thurseither in pine or hemlock.
day with Chicago parties. The land
Wra. West(Bamum) started south
lies on the shore of Spring Lake and
shows which way the wind blows for a short time ago with Jockey Benlnt
and his family of the Grand Haven
Spring Lake property.
road. When last heard from they
were near Indianapolis and sojourn in
Grand Haven.
the southern states this winter: they
The Cutler House is having its front return iu the spring, in time to put, in

able to dispense with

the article called

ln

.

may be

it is

do

not policy for

Class:''

Thereforebe it Resolved by the Council
that a special election of the qualified
voters of the City be called, to be held
on Monday, the Soth day of November, A.
D. 1896, to determine such election;

In the First

Council

Rooms;
In the Second Ward, at Engine
House No. 1, on Eighth street, west:
In the Third Ward, at the office of
Isaac Fairbanks,on River street;
In the Fourth Ward, at the house of

Adrlaan Kulte, on the south-west
corner of Pine Street and Ninth

imbued with the above

is

and as we are overstocked with

fact,

sell.

targi*11 thfm

Ward, at the Engine

Cjmmon

Model

Three, Four and Five Dollar Pants

And be it further Resolved,that the
places in said City and in the various
wards thereof, where such election
shall be held, be and the same are
designatedas follows:
House, under the

rihe

Our

f°r the neXt tW° WeekS at a 8acrifice-

Overcoats

we must

Our All

Wool

are superior

Clay worsted

to any

suits of

Call and examine our stock before you

Dont buy until you note our

on the market and will be sold cheap as

*15 we will sell for the next two weeksfor*10

buy elsewhere.

Yours for Bargains

4 Dijlna,

Eighth

Street,

HOLLAND,

N

MEATS

De

W

Allegan.

was Bishop Littlejohn,who is
known to Aileean people, who
performed the marriageceremony for
It

well

Miss (kJnsuelo Vanderbilt and the
Duke of Marlborough, in New York
last week.

remaining incorporated under such ment heretoforemade by the board

special act by which such city is governed at the time of the filing of such
petition then such city shall not be
reincorporatedunder the provisions
of this act, but shall remain incorpor-

of assessors for the purpose of defraying that part of the cost which the

majority of the votes cast at such election shall be in favor of reincorporating under the provisions of this act,
then such city shall become reincorp->rated under and made subject to
the provisions of this act on the first
day of January, in the year of our

office for public inspection.

Notice is also hereby given, that the
council and hoard of assessors of the
city of Holland will meet at the council room in said city on Tuesday, the
26th dav of November.A. D. 1895, at
7:30 o'clock r. m., to review said asLord, one thousand eight hundred sessment, at which time and place opGeo. Nichols and a friend from Hol- ninety-six, the same as if no special portunitywill be given all persons inland came over last Sunday and are election had been held.
terested to be heard.
"hatching'' it in Mr. Goodin’s shanty
The ballots used at such election
Dated Holland,November 6th, 1895.
at the mill. They are bagging some shall contain the Instructions reGeo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
game and intend to stay a week.
quired by tile general election laws of
Tuesday was a great day for our the State, and the proposition to he
Masons and builders are requested
farmers, for the roads being again in submitted shall be in the following to examine the stock of lath, and pria passable condition they all turned language:
ces, at Scott’s lumber yard, Riverstr.,
out and went to Holland with dry
For becoming reincorporatedunder opposite the Standard Roller Mills, tt
wood.
the general law.
. Yes. [ ]
For becoming reincorporatedunder
Friday last Wm. Jaquesand his sonin law the postmasterat Olive Center the general law. . .No. [
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
paid Mr. Cook at the bridge a visit.
d

-

.

Moner, Is the complaining witness in

4--2w.

IVL™
whh

'

^th st., Holland.
the 8ame* Mr*
pr«PW»«op, ana
and man Rockwood, and to all other perdon,t you try De Witt’s
S?u,d 001116 here Tuesday sons interested, take notice: That the r
Little Early Risers? Those little pills
I9, Jor a conference roll of the special assessment heretocure headach,Indigestions and conslt
andJ 10 answer any fore made by the board of assessors for
They are email, but do the
Uk com the purpose of defraying that part of pation.
work.
the cost which' the council decided
Lawrence Kbaxeb.
should be paid and borne by special assessment for the repairingand coastructloo yf sidewalksIn front of and Jusfc received a fine line of silverthe ques* adjacent to the following
ware at
“ Wykhusen’s.
-----------H.
for $30,000
......
of HoiHand, toand to call
•

.

~

described

SPSjSTS
.

raker

and

you

your meat

De Koster.

as m jc!i for

$

Us

$2

b

jys anywhere

else.

and sailors.
A Complete Stock

M

Foil

of

inter

Millinery

Here

is a
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BOOT & KRAMER
have moved

New Store

on Eighth
. . .
Street, near River, where they would be
into their

pleased to have

.

their old time customers

all

and New ones to cair upon them. Housekeepers will find that they always have on
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will if
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Mr. Anys' mill is running again,
Silver Buckles-Belt Pins-Dress
with Chas. Anys, John Rosebery and
Geo. Peabody in charge. The 'latter sets— Czarinias— Eulalia chains— Cull
will remove to the house In the mill Links and Fine Side Combs, at
yard.
C. A. Stevenson’s Jewelry store.
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You
get
at
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WALKING HATS
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aim u

LAUGH AND

GROW FAT!
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21— tf
Mrs. C. B. Cook, who has been with
Judge Severns. of the U. S. court is her parents Mr. and Mrs. Bourton,
a farmer as well as a judge. He h-m Holland, for the past seven weeks, so
ueklai’i Iniei ;Salre
lKKeshe? 9,000 bushels of oats as to be near her medical adviser, is
convalescing
and
contemplates
reThe
Best
Salve in the world for
"^'hnhe
mu'-k land this
season. Healso has o,ooo bushels of turning home again on Thursday next. Juts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, SaltThe description in the News of Rheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
potatoes, <2 bushels of millet off from
a scant two^cres of ground, and has Amsterdam - “While Absent” - is Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
very correct, and recalls the many Eruption,and positively cures Piles,
8,790 pounds of mint oil.
happy days your correspondent spent or no pay required. It Is guaranteed
Gojetie? Seven officers of the C. & Uiere when a young man, sailing from
to give perfect satisfaction,or money
W. M., embracing the entire official England to Amsterdam.
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
management, from General Manager
—
_
For sale by Heher Walsh “The DrugHealddown, were in Allegan, WedBest watch repairing done at
gist.’
nesday, In the interests of the proH. Wykhuysen’s.
Two Small Houses on 12th street for
posed extension of the road down
sale on easy terms.
town. With President Lipper of the
Also one acre of land In 5th ward.
village, they walked over the entire
Notke of Special tossment.
Apply to
th*ltSnc?himere?eupIy,impre8fiC(1with
To
Mrs.
C.
Sc hoi s, Mrs. A. GeerO. A. Stevenson,
^^bility of the plan and neces-

^

MICHIGAN

MRS. M. BERTSCH,

council decided should be paid and
borne by special assessment for the
grading, graveling and otherwiseimated under such special act which proving of “First Avenue Special
shall remain in full force and effect as Street Assessment District,” in the
if this law had not been enacted. If a
City of Holland,is now on file in my

.

Emerson Allen, as highway commis

1

Street.

Mm

secretary, Mrs. J. M. Travis of Plainwell: treasurer,Geo. Oliver jr. of Allegan; executive committee, Mrs. G.
G. Soule cf Plainwell, Rev.
H
Phelps of Martin, and H. D. Lane of

to

so.

In the Fifth Ward, at the house
of Irving Garveling, on the corner of
State streetand Twenty-fourth street:
And that the polls shall he open be. painted.
tween the hours of eight o'clock a. m.
crops.
and five o’clock p. m. of saidTwentvCapt. Lysaght does not believe the
Verdie Gillett is attendingthe Holfifth day of November, A. D. 1895.
body found one day last week to be land school this winter.
Ami Ife it further Resolved,that the
that of one o' the victims of the Chico
The Aussicker hoys have threshed
ra. He claims that notone of those quite a number of jobs of corn this Clerk of the City he directed to give
would float.
notice of the holding of such election,
fall. It has been in gooi condition
At the late meeting of the common for threshing and the machine leaves and of the questionto he voted upon,
council Mayor Koeltz informed that the fodder in better shape for feeding by the posti ig of such notices in five
of the most public places in each
body that the board of supervisors than any cutting box.
Ward of the City at least two weeks
would permit no more city wood to be
The Wesleyan minister at Ventura before such election, and by publishpiled on the court house square, after
for this year is a very young man, and ing a copy thereof in the Holland
the present stock wasconsumeditberewe understand that this is his first City News, a newspaper publishedin
upon the committee on public buildcharge. We hope he may have good the City, the same length of time beings and property were directed to
success, and stieugth to fulltlllhis fore the election: and that he set forth
find other grounds for such purpose
mission.
in said notice the object of the elecand report to the cobocil.
Charles Ogden and family have tion as fully as the same is set forth
The Christian Endeavorers of this moved 13 miles north east, where in this resolution.
city make trips every month to counNotice of Special.Issessment.
And be it further Resolved,that the
Charles will he engineer this winter,
try towns for the purpose of organ iz
City Clerk deliver or cause to he deat his father's mill.
To John C. Post, G. F. Gricner,K.
ing new C. E. societies.
McKay. I. Capoon
Some of the folks here got a letter livered to the inspectors of election in j Scbadtlelee, J.
from Wm. West last night. He and Kich ward of the City, a notice signed James Huntley, Wm. Brusse, J. Vat
F^nnvllle.
Boe, Charles
his party were at Jeffersonville, Ind., by him, specifying the question and der Hil. Jacob
The FennyllleCity bank is now lo- when he wrote it, and they were to proposition to be voted upon.
Piper, W. C. Walsh, G. J. Kronecated in Its new home.
No new registration shall be neces- meyer, James Baarman, Geo. H.
crossover into Kentucky the next
sary for the holding of such election, Sipp, Geo. H. Cathcart, Mrs. A. L. And get the finest in H )llani an.l
Says a correspondentof the Hamil- morning. He said a letter would
ton Obaeircr: This is a local option reach him, directed to Nashville, and only those whose names shall ap- Vissers, Hans Hansen, John DeBoer,
town in a local option county, and the Tenn. So the horse jockies are gra- pear in the registration books used at heirs of S. De Boer, P. J. Zaisman, City
amount of noise, whiskey and drunks dually getting into a warmer climate, the next previous annual city election of Holland, Henry Schepers, Mary
on the streets last Saturday night as all horse jokeys will sooner or later. shall be entitled to vote at such elec- Kollen, Anna Kleinheksel and to all
tion. If a majorityof all the votes other persons interested,take notice:
would lead anyone to think that somecast at such election are in favor of
That the roll of the special assessbody was celebratingtheir birthday.
Port Sheldon.

The marshal was sick. He sized up
The members and friends of the W.
the crowd early in the evening and M. church at Ventura will have a
they made him sick. *
“donation”at Mrs. Chas. Miles, on the
Grand Haven road near the town line,
Allegan County.
on Friday, Nov. 22. It is hoped that
The 13tb annual Suodayschool con- all interested in the welfare of the
'entlon held at Allegan last week wa< church will heartily respond.
a successful gathering. The enroll- Our mail carrier had quite an adment showed an attendanceof 160 del- venture last Wednesday. When he
egates. It was decided to hold a coun- got to the creek bridge he found that
ty rally next summer, and a spring the late fires had burnt it and that it
convention in the western part of the was impassable, so he drove through
county. The followingotticers were the creek and nearly got mired tor his
elected: President, J. W. Humphrey trouble. Highway commi.-sionerRobvice-presidents,B. A. Nevinsof Otse- erts will have it replaced as soon as
go and Rev. C. D. Berrv of Fennville- practicable.
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MICHIGAN CROPS.

flOBROR IN DETROIT.
Exploding Boilers Wreck the
M

M. NO

TIER

Is daily receiving

Inmates Burled In the Ruins— Blany Slowly Burn to Death In Sight of Help,
Cnable to Reach Them— Thlrty-Seveu Lives Lost.

new

Jackets.

g

Muffs and Furs.
Cloaks]raade to order. Also a full and fresh lineof Flannels,

and Mittens, FaccinaComforters,Quilts and everythe lineof Dry Goods. These will all be sold at

Shawls, Dress Materials, Ladles Gloves
tors, Skirts, Underwear, Blankets,

thing in

The Lowest Possible

Prices.

Thanksgiving Turkeys
Should be cooked upon

Majestic

STEEL RANGES.
Surprise your family by making a selection now from our
line.

Kanters Bros.
What

is

Castoria is Dr* Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys 'Worms and allays

feverishness.Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,

Dx

Detroit, Nov. 10.— The last horse car
in
Detroit made ita trip Saturday afterimmense heap near the southwest
corner. He was shouting. The work- noon and the car is now kindling wood,
ers saw him crouchingin a large barrel being broken up by relic seekers. Quite
which was standing upright and into a ceremony attended the obsequies and
which he must have fallen feet first. the campus in front of the city hall
Cries of encouragement were sent back was crowded with people. Vice Presito him, but hope failed when it was dent Hutchinstold of the Citizena* comseen that the flames were slowly creep- pany’s promise to have electric cars on
ing toward him. All three had to be all ita lines before snow fell this fall
abandoned when the smoke and flame and the old car from Chene street was
the last of its kind. The team was aucdrove their helpers back.
The cause of the fatalitywas devel- tioned off and brought $100. The money
oped Thursday, when a piece of one of is to go into the mayor’s fund for the
the boilers was uncoveredby the relief of explosion sufferers.
wreckers. The portion found disclosed
SALOONS IN DANGER.
to the expert engineers who examined
Shiawassee
County Votes Likely to Decide
it at once that the cause of the explofor Prohibition.
sion was low water.
Owosso, Nov. 12.— A petition signed
The city boiler inspector coincides!
with this view after his examination. by 3,000 of the qualifiedvoters of ShiaThis throws the responsibility upon v/assee county was presented to the
the engineer and the owners of the county clerk Monday asking that the
building, the former of x horn had been question of local option be submitted
to a vote at a special election. The
repeatedly warned that he was too careboarr of suijervisorswill fix the date of
less by neighboringengineers, while the
owners of the property hud been given the election, which must be held within
at least one formal notice that he was the next Otfdays.From present indicanegligent.The owners of the property tions there will be a large majority in
are the heirs of the late Congressman favor of prohibition.Owosso will be
Newberry, who was in his lifetimethe most affectedby the change, since over
business partner of Senator McMillan. half the saloons in the county are loAfter the coroner’s inquest the mat- cated here, besides a number of botter of responsibilitywill probably be tling works and breweries.

RESTORED TO MANHOOD
iOtOi A. HAMLIN. I#1M A.

BmuniAnan.

MAMLDI.

Castoriala the best remedy for childrenof
which 1 am acquainted. I hope the day la not
far distant when mothera iHll considerthe real
Interest of their children, and use CastoriaInstead of the vaiiousquack Doatrums which are
destroyingtheir lored ones, by forcingopium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throata,thereby sending

Archie, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

them to premature grarea."
Da. J. F. Kxxcbxlob,
Conway, Ark.

ment have spoken highly of their experience In their outside practicewith Castoria,

and although we only hare among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products,yet we are free to confess that the

won
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CURES GUARANTEED OR NO PAY.— CON PIDENTAL.
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completed the wreck. I had all the aymptoma of
Nervona Debilltr-annkenayaa.emlMlone,
drain in urine,
nervonaneaa,weak back, etc. Byphillecaoeed my hair to
fall ont, bona paint, ulcere In mouth and ontoogue,
blotcheeon body, etc. I thank God I tried Dr*. Kennedy
a Kergon. They reetored me to health,vigor and happiness,”
hapi
CHA8.

BT

Wr

treat

POWEB8.

and cure Varicocele.Emissions, Nervous Debility,Seminal

^fo&dtrTHst*' Sy*™is' ^nnatural Charges, Self Abuse,

VBAR9

17

DBTROnY

IN

200.000 OURBO. NO RISK.

KEBGlNffflWoR

DUS, KENNEDY &

Established 1865.

CHASE’S

House and Lotfor
Sale!

BARLEY MALT
WHISKY.

Located lu one of the iuonI desira-

Absolutely Pure
Recommendedand

endorsed BY THE LEADING
Physicians * Chemists
ASTER FINEST STIMU-

ble parts of the city.

EASY PAYMENTS!
SPLENDID VIEW!

LANT AND TONIC FOR
MEDICINAL A FAMILY

A rare chance of a lifetime. Payments ou a long time basis. The same
as paying rent.
For informationapply at the

USE.

For MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA AND WEAK
LUNGS IT IS UNEQUALED
For Sale By
C. Blom Sr., Holland Mich

News

office.

I

Takken

E.

DEALER

IN

for

- -

LAMPS
Lath,

Lumber,

Shingles,

and Finishing Materials.

Portrait of

WORK

—

m

VITALITY.

w

/I

FRENCH REMEDY,

Boston, Masa

a

TUAmns.

.

Uxrrxn Hospital aid Dispxxiait,
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ft.

POWEBS. CHAM.

Arris tebatkimt, bivou niinaarr. arsa
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Our physicians In the children'sdepart-

merits of Castoria has
favor upon It"

BY DR3. K. 4

NO NAME! OR TfITIMONIALtUSED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT.

2
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CHAM.
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EPOCH IN DETROIT'S HISTORY.
Last Horae Car Reduced to Splinters by
Relic Hunters.

tepontatt wssk
m\ piamgry jxxwi

ARE YOU?

REVIVO

CastoriaIs so well adapted to childrenthat

recommend it as superiorto any prescription
known to me."

I

Q. C. Osooon,
Lowell, Maas.

spector of the stall prison, collectorof
customs for the Detroit district and
served six terms in the state senate,
besides holding local offices. He was
practicallytendered the nominationfor
governor in 1884, and had held the chairmanship of the democraticcommittee
and the presidencyof the state agricultural society.Col. Shoemaker tvas
also prominentin Masonic circles.

GUARANTEED OR NO PAY!

Paul A. Steketee.

Castoria.

good effect upon their children.'*

cial Circles for Years.

Jackson, Nov. 11. — Col. Michael Shoemaker, a man of alTuirs in this city and
state for half a century, died at three
o’clock Sunday afternoonof a complication of diseases. Col. Shoemaker was
colonel of the 13th infantry during
the war, and was taken prisoner at
Tyree Springs, Tenn., and was in Libby
prison. He was one of the prominent
businessmen and politiciansof central Michigan. He was an ardent democrat, and had filled the offices of in-

tS'CURES

VICTIMS.

At this Office*

toria is the Children’s Panacea— the Mother’s Friend.

“

Prominent in Michigan Political and So-

CUBED!

8TARTUNQ FACTS FOR DISEASED

JOB

cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas-

Castoria.

SHOEMAKER DEAD.

200.000 WEAK MEN

Judge Pratt.
Lansing, Nov. 13.— Insurance Commissioner Giddings brought from KalA. Alger has headed a movement to amazoo Tuesday and presented to the
raise a fund for their relief, some of supreme court a portrait of Judge Abthe victims being the sole support of ner Pratt, late of Marshall, who was
aged parents. The fund promises to be one of the members of the supreme
CALL ONa large one. Three of the persons in- court under the old system and the
jured arc in a dangerouscondition.
first United States consul to Honolulu,
Detroit, Nov. 10.— The citizens’ mass havingbeenappointed to the hitteroffice
meeting at the Auditorium Saturday by President Buchanan. The portrait
night to devise means for raising funds is the gift of Kalamazoo county, which
THE MARKETS.
to alleviate the sufferings of families has a similar one in its courthouse.
made destitute by the wrecking of the
New York, Nov. 13.
Well-Known Railroad Man Dead.
LIVE STOCK-Steera...... |1 60
4 00
Journal building, in which 37 lives
Jackson, Nov. 13. — Van Hearing, one
Sheep .....................1 50
3 00
were lost, was a great success. Mayor
Hogs ..............
4 00
4 25
of the best-known railroad men of FLOUR-WlnterPatents.. 3 50
3 76
Pingree presided, and all the promMichigan, died at his home here Tues4
10
fa
4
35
City Mill Patents ........
inent citizens of Detroit were present.
WHEAT—
No.
2 Red ........
RESTORES
day, after an illness of two months,
No 1 Hurd ...............
67w
Nearly $2,000 was subscribed in cash at
with paralysis. He was 51 years of COHN No .................
the meeting, and the fund now reaches
May ......................
age and has been for the last six years OAT6-N0.
23 to
..................
238
about $12,000. Committees were aptraveling passenger agent of the DuMay ...................... •Mito
pointed to investigate the condition of
9
75
4r
to 25
- Mess ...............
luth, South Shore & Atlantic, with PORK
LARD- Western Stoam.... 6S5 to 690
the survivors of the disaster. The sum
headquarters at Minneapolis. Previ- BUTTER— West’n Cr’m'y.
23
14 to
Made a
of $50 was sent to each family, and the
Western Dairy.
ously he was for 15 years ticket agent
EGGS ........................
fund will be distributed ns rapidly as
1st Day.
ell Man
for the Michigan Central here.
CHICAGO.
possible.Twenty of the explosion vicCATTLE - Beeves ......... 33 10 0
16th Day.
of Me.
Gave Them a Parsonage.
Stockersand Feeders. . 2 25
tims were buried Saturday.
Cows .....................1 80
THE GREAT
Adrian,
Nov.
12.—
The
heirs
of
the
Injunction Granted.
Texas Steers ............. 2 70
Ishpcming,Nov. 13.— Judge James B. late Samuel E. Hart, consisting of his HOGS — Light. ..............8 40
Rough Packing .......... 8 85
Eldridge on Tuesday rendered his de- widow, son Charles, and daughter, Mrs. SHEEP ......................1 76
Producestbs shove results to jo LAYS. It sets
Kate
Elmer,
of
Davenport,
la., have BUTTER - Creamery.
cision in the injunctioncase of St.
Dairy ....................
powerfully and quickly. Cures when til others
Louis vs. the Toledo, Ann Arbor & carried out his wishes by presenting
Packing Stock ..........
fill Young men and old iben will recover their
the
First
Presbyterian
church
with
a
F.GG8Fresh
..............
Northern Michigan railroad. Judge
BROOM CORN (per ton)..
youthful vigor by using REVIVO. U quickly
magnificent
$10,000
parsonage.
The
Eldridge granted an injunction prohibPOTATOES (per bu) .....
and surely restoresfrom effects of self-abuseor
PORK - Mess ...............8 IS
iting said railroad pulling up their gift came as a complete surprise.

and Castor Oil.
guarantee is thirty years* use by

“ Castoriaia an excellentmedicine for children. Mothers have repeatedlytold me of ita

Left to Their Fate.
incident will serve to illustrate
the horrors of the calamity. Firemen
and citizensengaged in clearing away
the wreckage at the rear of the building
caught sight of two bodies, a man and a
girl, under a great heap of beams,
boards and bricks. It was thought at
first that both were dead, but some said
they could see the bodies palpitating
and they could hear faint moans. Efforts to reach them were redoubled,
but about this time the fire spread to
the rear of the building, driving the
workers back. About the same time
another man was discovered below an

COL.

taken up by the grand jury now in session. As all the families of the victims
are in humble circumstances, Gen. It.

for Paregoric,Drops, Soothing Syrups,
It is Pleasant. Its

imprisoned and wounded unfortunate
were slowly roasted to death in sight
of men eager but unable to rescue
them. As soon as possible a larger
force of men was put to work digging
in the ruins for bodies. The searen
continued until late Friday evening,
when the 37th body was recovered. The
scenes when the charred remains of
victims were picked out of the debris
were heartrending as well as grewsome.
Relatives waiting for the finding of
the bodies of loved ones gave vent to
lamentationstouching in the extreme.

One

complete

"The average conditionof wheat In the
state November 1 was 78, In the southern
counties 72, the central 84 and the northern
K, vitalityand growth of average years being represented by 100. The conditionIn
the state and southern and central sections
Is lower than reported In any year since
1889, when the condition In the state was 82
and In the southern counties 68. The
average conditionthis year Is 16 per cent,
lower than one year ago. The total number of bushelsof wheat reported marketed

Detroit, Nov. 9.— At three minutes
Wednesday morning the
battery boilers in the building of the
Evening Journal exploded, wrecking
the buildings Nos. 45 and 47 West Earned street,killing 37 persons, wound- by farmers since the October report was
ing 20 others more or less seriously, published Is 1.124,247,and in the three
and causing a money loss of $60,000. months, August, September and October,
2,922,715. This is 698,013 bushels less than
The list of dead is as follows:
reported marketed In the same months last
The Dead.
year. The average yield of corn per acre Is
George Q. Hiller. John Francis Derby, estimatedat 61 bushels In the state.
‘ The clover-seedcrop Is less than half
Joseph Bradley, Louis O. Hlecher. Rosa
Brets. Emma Lichtenberg, Anna Wled- the usual acreage and the yield is about one
bUBch, Katie Leonard, M. Rosa Morgan, bushel per acre. The yield per acre of poJohn Breltenbecher,John Koerber, Ernest tatoes Is estimated at 96 per cent of an
Parkin, Jennie Neubauer,Bertha Wled- average In the state. The acreage Is six
busch, James Ross. Henry Larlvere, John per cent. In excess of the acreage in averBommer, Walter P. Baxby, Llzzto Tapley, age years. The estimate yield per acre In
Henry Clou Walsh, John J. Reuter,George the northern counties Is nine per cent,
H Soule, George Shaw, Willie Hawes, Car- above the yield In average years. Live
rie M. Bower, Hattie Hiller,Michael Ward. stock is in usuallygood condition.
Minnie Llese, William W. Dunlap, Adolph
"The crop-growing season of 1895 In the
Bchrelber, Jr., John Gordon, CatherineHil- lower peninsulaof Michigan may be charler, Lon Frit*. Lizzie Wledbusch, Charles acterized as hot and dry. The mean temLind, Anna Ullck and John M. Thomas.
perature was above normal. The average rainfall was below the normal each
Taking Out the Victims.
The first intimation the neighborhood month except August in the southerncounties and except August and September in
got of the disaster was from the tre- the central counties.The excesses in the
mendous report followed by a blinding months named were hardly sufficientto he
cloud of debris, smoke and steam and of appreciablebenefit.The total rainfall
before this had cleared away the whole In the six months, May to October,In the
southern and central counties, where about
live floors and the people working up97 per cent, of the crops Is grown, was less
on them were in one inextricablewreck. than two-thirdsthe normal."
The ruins took fire and many of the
to nineo'clock

consignments of

Capes, Cloaks

Journal" Building.

Average Condition of Wheat Ten For
Cent. Lower Than a Year Ago.
Lansing, Nov. 10. — In the Michigan
crop report for November Secretary of
State Gardner says:

City.

.

LARD

- Steam ............. 6 55
tracks to St. Louis and running direct
Didn't Amount to Mach.
FLOUR— Spring Patents.. 1 16
Spring Straights ........2 65
from Ithaca to Alma. The injunction
Detroit, Nov. 11.— At a meeting held
Winter Patents ...........100
was granted on condition that St. Sunday afternoon to commemorate Winter Straights ........ 1 00 _
ST*
Louis put up $5,000. This will probably what were termed the “murdered Chi- GRAIN— Wheat, Dec ....... 57
Corn. No. 2 ...............»Vb0 *>%
be done.
cago anarchists” was slimly attended
Oats, NV 2 ...............loVjtM ivm
and not radical in character.There
School Money Apportioned.
Barley, °Good to Choice 1 . 32
40
were
no red flogs and most of the socialMILWAUKEE
Lansing, Nov. 11.— Auditor General
GlfrlN-WITt,
No. 2Sp’g..
57
0
Turner has made the semi-annualap- ! lata remained away.
. Corn, No. 3.; .....
ITT1//!*
20 B
Dais, No. 2 White. .......
portionmentof primary school interest
Larkins Gets Life Sentence.
Rye, NO. ...............
37*0
money. The 84 counties of the state re- • Monroe, Nov. ft.— Enos Larkins (colBarley,No. 2 .............85*0
ceive $577,000, on the basis of 83 cents ored),. who pleadud guilty of murder, PORK -.Mesa ................810
for every child between the ages of was sentenced Friday to Jackson LABI) ....... ................ 6 40 %
ST. LOUia
five imd 20 years.
prison for life. His wife has not been CATTLE-Natlve Steers,.. -83 26
Texas .....
...........
• 2 40
sentenced.
Smallet to fie Brought Back.

w

EAT HEARTY! SIDEWALK

0

At the new

.

1

Central

Restaurant

always. Also lunches at
reasonableprices.
JinderBaar Wdg., Eighth

Vitality,Im potency, Nightly Emissions, Lost

Power of either sex, Failing Memory. Wasting
Diseases, Insomnia, Nervousness,which unfits
one for study, business or marriage.It not only
cures by startingat the seat of disease,but

is

a

Great Nerve Toole and Blood-Builder

3

and restores both vitality and strength to the
muscular and nervous system, bringing back
the pink glow to psle cheeks and restoringthe
lire of youth, It wards off Insanity and Cou.

.

a.

Good and Substantial meals

excess end indiscretionsLost Manhood, Lost

The cheapest place

to

side walk lumber

at

•

is

buy

HOGS..*..*

Lansing, Nov. 12.— Gov. Renfrew, of
Oklahoma, has honored the requisition
from 0OV. Rich for Oscar Smallet,
charged' with train robbery near, ‘Allegan, August 20, and with killing aa
officer who arrested him.

Frank Haven’s Lumber Yard.

Street

.

ThanksgivingDay.
Lansing, Nov. 10.— Gov. Rich has issued a proclamation designating Thursday, Novemfeer 28, ss a day qf thanksgiving and prayer forail good Michigan
people.

..a..• .8 10

..•••••
OMAHA.

SHEEP.

2 25

-Steers........... $2 76
Feeders...." ............ .. 2 40

Heavy

SHEEP

........
...... .....
.....

.

....... 1

’

ten guarantee to cure or refund tb« money in

CATTLE

HOGS— Light and mixed. ..

sumption. Accept no substitute. Insist on having REVIVO, no olher. It can be carriedin vest
pocket. By mail, Ct.cc per package, in plain
wrapper, or six tor $3.00, withA poritlvowrit-

3 86

3-40
2 75

8

every package, rorlrcecircularo-'.drca

ROYAL MJUCiNE

CO., CillUQfr 111

Marti u & Huizinga.

m

stone. Osceola makes her prisoners
saw logs into Ifr-inch wood for county
use. Kent has set her prisonersto
SA'IUBUAY, Nov. 16.
breakingstone. St. Joseph has order*
ed the sheriff to provide a yard and
0. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
tools for the prisoners. Manistee
gives work at the county farm, clearThe Inevitable.
ing laud. Ingham has appointed a
committee
with power to decide what
The annual meeting of the congregation of the Third Ref. church was work shall be provided, and has ap-

Holland City News.

\. \

When

specify the

Dutch to accommodate

the G. Huizinga of this city, for

more elderly people.
This afternoon service however was
looked upon as a draw- back, inasmuch as it bad a tendency in the public mind to continue the organization
to be listed as a Dutch church, whereas the predominating sentiment and
desire has been, and is, to have the
church recognized in all of its departments and operations as American, or
English— referring to the language.
Hence it was suggestedat this meeting to discontinue the use of the
Dutch afternoon service altogether,
and the proposition was carried by a
vote of 40 to 14, the time it is to take
effect being left to the trustees.
One painful feature involved in the
new departureis that some of the
older members and families of the
church, that have been identifiedwith
it from its early existence and for
years have found their church home
there, will be compelled to leave and
look for more congenial climes.
While this step on the whole may
be considered as a progressiveone—
and who is there to deny it— the pendulum of church life in .this community, invariably swings in both directions,and in this connection we
should also cite an incident of a decidedly retrogressivenature. It is
this, that only the other day consent
was refused by the trustees of the

Walsh-De

Roo MillingCo’sSunlightor Daisy brands.
Highest quality and
satisfaction guaran-

held on Monday evening, with an at- propriated $500 to get the necessary
tendance of about (50. The financial tools. Baraga has simply decided to
statement for the year was satisfac- set her prisonersto work. Roscomtory. It showed a balance of indebt- mon supervisorshave ordered the
edness, after paying for recent im- sheriff to buy tools and materials.
provements,of $2,600. As elders B. Berrien and Cass have stone piles.
Blksen was elected, and P. Gunst and Ontonagon works her prisoners when
E. Van der Veen reelected. As dea- practicable.St. Clair keeps them at
cons, il. Van Ark, was elected, and work on the streets and avenues, or
W.Dhfkema and J. Pessink re-elected. at other work, at the sheriff’soption.
Thi most important matter before Otsego has made provisions for work,
the meeting,one which has nettled leaving the execution of the order at
this church for years, was that involv- the discretion of the sheriff.
ing language. Of late the regular
Sunday services, m 'ruing and even- The Van Etta-HuizingaCase.
This action, brought by Mrs. Van
ing, have been conducted in the English language, with an afternoon ser- Etta of Holland town, against Dr. J.
vice in

ordering flour

teed.

damages

resulting from alleged malpractice in
reducing a fracture of

the

left wrist,

was the leading case at the present the author of Arbor day. and he mot. j various rooms are singing songs that
term of the circuitcourt.Tbe suit has to 00 his family crest is “Plant Irecs.’ can but inspire their hearts and teach
been pending for some time and was
them faith; are offeringprayers for
begun by Messrs. McBride & MalMarino
jtlie day’s blessings,In some instances,
cohm, as counsel for plaintiff. A few
The schr. Magdalena sailed for it may be, carelesslyand with seeming
weeks ago they dropped out of the South Haven Tuesday, to lay
irreverence, but by a large number
case and W. I. Lillie of Grand Haven
The prop. Lizzie Walsh and hereon- with the childlike faith that would so
was substituted.Messrs. G. J. Die- sort left Tuesday for Ludlngton, after wel1 become us of older growth; and
kema and J. C. Post of this city were a cargo of Lumber for Frank Haven.
Rems of wisdom, gleaned
the attorneys for the defendant.
The schr. Kate E. Howard cleared here and there, that may in later life
The case was called on Tuesday and
prove a source of strength and guidfor Frankfort Monday after a cargo of
was tried before a jury. The witnesing stars to right living. Who will
lumber for B. L. Scott.
ses on the part of the plaintiff were
measure the influence?
The steamer Racine of the GoodMr. and Mrs. Van Etta and their
“Truth crushed to earth shall rise
again;
daughter,Dr. J. D. Wetmore of this rich line will leave Grand Haven on
her last trip this season, on Saturday The eternal years of God are hers;
city, and Drs. W. H. De Camp and
But Error, wounded, writhes In pain,
Wm. Clarke of Grand Rapids. When evening of this week.
And dies among her worshipers.”
The tug Pup, which has been enthe plaintiff rested his case on WedThe schools would gain under the
nesday forenoon the defense, before gaged In towing here lately,has gone new charter, in that it gives them the
putting in any evidence, asked the home to Saugatuck, where she will
privilege of owning a library, a privicourt to direct the jury to bring in a lay up for the season.
lege that is denied them at present.
verdict in favor of the doctor, lor the
Thestmr. Suit cleared for Manis- Eight of the eleven rooms in Cenreason that by the testimony of his tee Monday evening. She will return
tral building have over 60 pupils each.
own witnesses the plaintiffhad failed with a cargo of lumber for the West The Eighth grade pupils are happy
to establish his case, as set out in the
Michigan furniture
; with their historicalmaps and charts
declaration.The different points of
Capt. Upton, having commanded that are proven such an aid to them
variance were cited and argued; the
thestmr. Lizzie Walsh during the last in their study of our country’s histocourt complied with the request of dethree months, has quit for the season
fendants’ counsel; and the jury was
and gone to his home in Saugatuck.
Teachers and pupils in No. 9, Ceninstructed to find for the defendant,
tral.
feel that they have a new home
Capt. B. Van Ry has sold his intewhich they did. Whether or not this
since
they have had that extra winrest in the schr. R. Kanters to Capt.
will be the last of this litigation, is
dow.
Of course, the other rooms in
Peter Blake of Muskegon, and from
too early to state.
the
basement
feel that they should be
now on she will be a Muskegon boat.
t

i

Items.
up.

WHOLE SUIT

i

1

are

I

$10.00
AND

A

STERLING GOOD ONE.

You could not secure longer wear if you’re willing to Invest
Ten Dollars. The color Is the best, the wool the purest,
every theard of this cloth is icool We mean to be as em-

twice
but

phatic and as definite as possible in asserting that we challenge
any establishmentin the Country to give as much value, without going through the same processes as we did to get the cloth.
You’re not confined to one style of coat, but have the choice of
walking (cutaway), single or double breasted Sack Suit

factory.

Old church, on Ninth street, to conPrimary School Money.
duct a part of the serviceson a funeral
occasion in the English language.
The November semi-annual apporWe dislikevery much to write re- tionment of the primary school fund
flectinglyalong this line, involvingas amounts to $577,000, an average of
it does the most delicate relations of eighty-thiee cents per capita. This Is
Christian society.But we cannot re- as large an appropriation as has ever
frain from submitting to these good been made in the history of the state.
trustees, who thus turned their back The apportionment fur Ottawa countowards the inevitable, this proposi- ty is as follows:
How many years before your Towns and Cities.

tion:

No. of
Children

children will apologize for your course

Allendale ...... .. 535
Blendon ........ .. 638
The communityas a whole has an Chester ............ 589
interest in these things. Our growing Crockery ........ .. 469
Georgetown .... .. 709
city, so long as its name is Holland,
Grand Haven..
.. 337
cannot afford to have its American Grd Haven City. ..1.835
status inferred by the outside world Holland ........ ..1,228
from such short-sighted and offensive Holland City......2,129
Jamestown ..... .. 786
incidents.
Olive ........... .. 630
Polk ton ........ .. 808
Our
Additions.
Robinson ....... .. 244
.. 674
The growth of our city, west and Spring Lake.
Tallmadge ..... .. 394
south, and the demand for new buildWright ......... .. 495
ing sites in the Fifth ward, have Zeeland ........ .1,099
paved the way for more additions in
Total ...... .13,599
that locality. Within the last three

in this matter?

.

New

.

.

.

810.00 Ready to Wear.

Genuine ChinchillaStorm Coat and Ulster
For the past several months we have given the subject of

treated likewise.

During the past ten years 29 vessels
Many of our boys and girls would be
have strandedat Muskegon and 8 at
pleased to have you step in some day
Grand Haven. Holland had 16, Chito see their map work.
cago 15, Michigan City 6, South HaThe teachers of Maple street school
ven 15, St. Joseph 9, Saugatuck 4,
say they are willing to compare janiLudington 13 and Manistee 17.
tors with any school In the country.
The steam barge Suit, with a carThey claim to have the best swept
go of lumber from Manistee for Frank
and best dusted rooms in the city.
Haven, came in Monday morning
They invite you to come and see for
Amount.
and unloaded her cargo at De Haven’s yourselves.
dock. She is to bring in two more
The toacheis work is not an easy
8 444 05
529 54 cargoes before the close of navigation. one. Commendationsare not lavished
488 87
The navigation season this fall will upon them. They are always pleased
389 27
be memorablein lake history for the to know what you think of their
688 47
279 71 narrow escapes of the crews of lost work, especially if the criticismIs a
1,523 05
1,019 24
1,767 07
652 38
522 90
670 64
202 52
559 42
327 02
410 85
912 17

vessels.

Of

five

In our searching for the best,

minor details just the same

Our

price

WmMEK

Lost, a voice.

The

major and
though double money was to

R. T.

finder will be

$7 to $20.

& BROWS, link Hall, Philadelphia.

Miss Visscher is teaching for Miss

them-

as

be had for them.

;

time the yawU suitably rewarded by returning the
boat has outlived the gale which same to the teacher living one door

inferior the

tailored in cut, fullness of collar, and sewing and all

on the statements of mariners Takkeo. while the latter is out by
who were out in the storms that they reason of sicknesv
could not possibly have saved

we learned how

others were made— slightedat every point possible.Ours are

kindly one.

up

for lost,

LOVELL,

Fairbanks office S. River

MM
St.,

flfll

HOLLAND, MICH.

selves, and yet every

wrecked their vessels, and the sailors west of Mayor Diekema’s.
have reached shore In safety.
latest of these

$11,287 17

boats which have

founderedthe crews were given

Ulsters exhaustiveiuvestigation.

steamer

The

was the crew of the

Missoula.

Mrs.

one of

J

L.

Otis, of Grand Rapids,
Supt. McLean’s co-workers at
C-

J.

in

Whitehall,was one of the pleasant

Memoriam.

Wlurensour sister Annie Bertsch,
The admiraltycourt which has been callersat the schools this week.
who died at her home in Escondido,
In session at Rotterdam, Netherlands, One morning this week Miss Rob- Cal., Oct. 29, 1895, was for many years
Physician and Surgeon.
gister of deeds, as follows:
In another column will be lound a
in the case of the North German erts, principal of the sub-primary, a member of the M. E. church of this
I. “Slagh’s Addition.”— This is communication from the Committee Lloyd steamship Elbe, sunk in colli- Central, interestedthe children bv city, and also of the Band of Workers:
on part of the N.E. 1 of Sec. 31, and on Forestry of the Ottawa county
therefore be It
slon with the British steamer Crathle, tellinga story about a little girl, who
Office in the Alberti Block.
Resolved, That we sincerely condole
intersected by 20th, 21st and 22d board of supervisors, invitingessays
of Aberdeen, on Jan. 31, of the pres- always lost her mittens and rubbers
with
the
family
of
the
deceased
on
streets, and Harrison and Cleveland on the best methods of promoting tree
ent year, involving a loss of 335 lives, at school. Finally her mamma made the dispensationwith which it has
avenues. It numbers 87 lots 50x126 culture throughout the county.
Office Hours:
has rendereda final decision,holding her a bag to put them in. After that pleased Divine Providence to afflct
ft, with alleys through the centre of
The matter is one of the greatest the Crathle wholly responsible for the ?he never had any trouble finding her them, and commend them for conso- From 10 to 11 a. m. From 2 to 4 and
lation to Him. who orders all things 7 to 1\ m. Sundays from 12 to 1 r. m.
the blocks. Platted by Tiemme Slagh importance to ourselves and posterity,
disaster and condemning her owners things, as she always knew where she
and wife.
and worthy of public attention. The to pay the North German Lloyd Com- put them. The telling of this story for the best, and whose chastisements Other times by appointment.
are meant In mercy.
II. “South Heights. ’’-This is a aim of this movement Is to fix the
pany’s claims for the total loss of the had a good effect, as the next day a
Resolved, That in our natural sorrow
sub-divlsionof Lots, Addition No. 2 mind of every one that owns a tract
Residence 12th St., bet ween Maple St.
Elbe, with interest at six percent, number of the children brought bags for the loss of a faithful and beloved
and First Ave.
to the village of Holland. Ills bound- of land, large or small, upon the nesister, we find consolation In the beand ordering the sequestration of the for their mittens and rubbers.
ed by 24th and 25th streets, and by cessity of aiding in a revival of tree
lief that It Is well with her for whom
Crathie pending
| “Little things are great to little
we mourn.
College avenue on the west. The lots, culture.
At the recent election the people of Inen-”
Resolved. That while we deeply sym20 in number, average 50x126 ft., with — la^pnnectlon with the above the
the state of New York voted with
^ C0Py>
practice of penman- pathize with those who were bound to
alleys in the rear. Platted by W. C. following item from Washington is
Attorney at Law.
overwhelming majority to spend S^P
l,oar(l *n No. 8, reads: our departed sister by the nearest and
Walsh and wife.
very opportune and to the point:
dearest ties, we share with them the
$9,000,000in Improving the Erie Canal ; ^),,n 1 -vou w*s^ ^ol1 rac’
III. The third is a subdivision of
hope of a re-uniun In that better Rooms over Rinck & Go’s Furniture
“Secretary Morton has received an
Miss K., director of music in the
that crosses the state from Buffalo to
world where there are no partings,
plication
from
Mr.
Makimo,
the
Janearly the whole of Block 66 of the
Store, Eighth St.
panese vice-minister of education at Albany. As a consequence that migh- Holland Public Schools, acted as ad- and bliss Ineffable forbids a tear.
city of Holland,bounded by 15th, 16th,
Tokyo, for information concerning ty artery of commerce between West vance agent for an auctioneer who
Resolved, That a copy of these reso
ISHSPSHSiitj-SSaSESSi
Blyer and Pine streets.The lots are Arbor day and the manner in which
and East, Instead of falling Into de- was to have visitedthe city the past lutlons be placed upon our records,
45x132 ft.; no alleys. Platted by Eng- it is celebrated in this country. It is
and also transmitted
to the family of
jdtx
week."
his intention to introducethe custom cay, like some of its feeders and most
bertus Van der Veen and wife.
the^eceased,as a token of our respect
in Japan to preserve and restore the other canals, is to be developed to its
The statistical agent of the state and venerationfor the Christian charW. C. Walsh and Geo. E. Kollen forests.
acter of a good woman gone to her
full capacity es a factor in cheap transfish commission, Mr. Charles Moore,
have recently bought of H. Zuidweg Almost every inch of soil on the
_
portation. Directly or Indirectly it has made an Inspection tour of the rest;
and J. Van Zanten, also with a view southern islands of Japan is utilized,
* 'Mra. J. A. JACOipss,
will lessen the cost of moving th^
and
has
been
for
2,000
years.
There
shores of Lakes Michigan, Superior,
Mifs. J. H. Wise,
of early platting, a tract of 30 acres in
•
*
are many ancient forests whose trees grain of the entire corn and wheat
Mrs. J. Elferdink Jr.
and Huron, down to Saginaw Bay, and
the south-west comer of the Fifth
have been undisturbed for centuries, belts of the West, and that will beneScott’s Lumber Yard.
Holland, Nov. 13,1895.
ward.
has a discouraging story to relate. On
and the cultivation of timber has been
fit both producers and consumers,
Lake Michigan the season has been
carried on all that time -with the
What To Do With The Tramp? greatest skill and care. Whenever a which makes it broadly national not less productivethan in 1894, and that
Yonr Boy Wont Live a Month.
Lowest Prices.
farmer cuts down a decrepit tree he only, but truly International. It is was less than in any previous year. It
Acting upon the advice of the state
So Mr. Gilman Brown, of Mill St.,
always plants another in the place, highly gratifying to reflect that the
is evident that the fish production on
hoard of corrections and charities,re- but there is no shade in the cities exSouth Gardarner, Mass., was told by
iaSHSHSHSESasasasHsasa^
great work of De Witt Clinton is not
the
Great Lakes is diminishing at a the doctors. H is son had Lung trouble
inforced by the opinion of the attor- cept around the temples and in the
to
fall
into
desuetude.
rate that demands strenuous meas- following Typhoid Malaria, and he
neyrgeneral, the several boards of sup- parks. In the old towns the streets
spent three hundred and seventy-five
are too narrow for trees, but In the
Dressmakingures, or the end of the commercial
ervisors in this state, at the October
Our Public Schools.
dollars with doctors, who finally gave
new towns that have sprung up, or in
fisheries
is
not
far
off.
Under
the
Mrs.
L.
Smith, opposite Hope
sessions, tackled th e problem of how the extensions that have been added
him up saying: “Your boy want live
Two new names on the enrollment
laws of this state there is no closed a month.” He tried Dr. King's New church. Reasonableprices for all
best to dispose of prisoners committed to the ancient citfes since modern
list of the high school this week. The
season. The fishermen are at it win- Discoveryand a few bottles restore dressmaking.
to the county jail and especially the Customs were introduced,the streets number now
106.
Mrs. L. Smith;
____________________
JPPito
him to health and enabled
him to go
have been widened and sidewalks have
ter and summer. They fish through
professional tfamp— the gent who
Ninety-seven are now enrolled, in
to work a perf
perfectlywell man. He
been laid down, as in America and
the iceand they fish in the spring,
positively and systematicallyrefuses Europe..
esent good health “I have used Burdock Bitters in my
his present
saiys he opesi his
the eighth grade room.
to work for his subsistence.Ottawa
“The minister of educatlon.proposes It possibly will not bring unpleas- without any interruption for the to Dr. King’s New Discovery,and' family for two years. It is the best
medicine I ever used. It cured meof
county has referred the matter to a to interest the Hchool children in ad- ant thoughts and feelings to the fath- spawning season. The Canadian laws knows It to be the best in the world erysipelas in very short time; also curd
for Lung t.ouble.
ding to the forestry by planting trees
interdict
fishing
from
November
to
special committee that is to make a
my sou of scrofula after the doctors
H. Walsh, Holland.
along the highways, the railway lines', ers and mothers in our city pd to the
had failed.”'JiOnle S. .Woodward,
report at the January session.Alle- the canal bunks and other available patrons of our schools, to Remember May, but on the American side of the
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
Laurel Hill, Fayette County, Pa.
line the nets are set continuously.
gan has entered iuto an arrangement locations.
that for five or ten minutes, begin«•»
“.Secretary
Morton
will
take
the
with Allegan village, whereby the latHeadquarters for the celebratedEl*,
ning at 9 o'clock • each rooming, th?
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
A large stack of Gents and Ladies
greatest pleasure in contributing to
gin watches at H. WykiiuyseS’s.
ter Is to set them at work, pecking
gold
watches
at
II.
Wykhuysen’s.
World’! Fair HighestAward.
1,600
school
children
gathered
In
the
the success of this plan, for he was

months three new plats have been
placed on record in the office of the re-

Dr. S. A. Johnson,

Tree Culture.
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U

the object in view.

The Diamond

Attorneys.
niEKEMA.G.J., Attorney »t

a paper embodying their views as to the best
methods to be pursued in promoting

Mich.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Lew. OolleoUoDi

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

school,

The aim

Wright, has

of the

(

J. R. McCracken, M. D.

,°®“
„

Physician and Surgeon,

board, and of

the

,

.

new curtains. Internally this Is one committee, in pursuing this course is
Bank cor. River a™8th
and 8th St.
St. y 1
to create an agitation and fix the at- Office hours— 8:30 to 10:30 a. m.; 2 to 4
of the prettiest school houses in the
tention of the people, and especially
tnd 7 to 8 p. m.
county.
of the farmers, of Ottawa county, to Cah be found at night, corner ColumJ. R. Cbapppell in the Lillie dtetrlct,
bia ave. and Ninth st.
Wright, says “his school board have the desirabilityand urgency of tree

promptlyattendedto. Office,over Flret promised him 825 worth of apparatus.” planting.
BUte Bank.
As was stated by us in our report to
dr. Chappell, although a beginner In
If cBRIDE, P. H., Attorney.Reel EiUU end the work, Is teaching an excellent the Board:
ill Insurance.Office. lioBrtde'eBlock.
“It is indeed time that we were
school.
aroused to the importance of this matPOST, J. 0., Attorney end Counsellor at Lew.
Jesse Woodbury, director of the Aljl Reel Estate enc Golleotlons . Office,Posts
ter— the conservationof our forests.
Block.
endale school, has placed In tils school
should plant shade-trees and

A KRAMER, Dealers in Dry Goods, NoIJ Hons, Uroocries,Flour, Feed.eio., Eighth
Street.

yAN

fine

two

Banks.
I7IR9T STATE BANK. Commercialand SavInKS Dep’t.
Dep't. I. Cappon. President. Gt
Germ
ioKS
W. Mokma, Cashier.Capital Stock 150, 000.

r

TJOLL AND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial
and Savings Dep’t. D. B. K. Van RaalU,

U

Verschure, Cash. CaplUl stock 350,000.

Boots and Shoes.
JJEROLD

Dealer In Boots and Shoes, successor to E. Herold A Co.
M.

,

Clothing.
P OSMAN BROTHERS.Merchant Tailorsand
Dealers in Ready Made. Gent's Furnish-

D

ing Goods a Specialty

Dry

.

Goods and Groceries.

no OT

PUTTEN, G. A BON8t General Dealers ta
Dry Goods, ’Groceries,6rockery . Hats, and
Caps, Flour, Produce, etc . River Street.

,

lumber
Among the new

Lath

fine slate

Any one

Lumber Yard.

[Scott’s

Lowest

ft

Prices.

JUST RECEIVED.

fasasESHSi
ft

Sanitary Wool, Derby Ribbed,

ARE YOUR

which we shall

CROOKED!
DR.M.

solicit Its hearty co-operation.

district school.

J.

Remember

Ovens dis- members of the committee, on or before the 1st day of January next.
trict, Olive.
AND WEST MICHIGAN IVY.
Hardware.
Dated November 12, 1895.
The patrons, pupils, and Miss Ayp.m. p in. p.m*
Lugers, Holland,
Lv. Grand Rapids
yAN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and ers the teacher are all pleased with L.
1 «
II 10
J. Koeltz, Grand Haven.
Stoves. Repairing promptly attended to. the Olive Center school. Every seat
Grandvlil®....
11
Ciias. E. Stearns, Robinson,
Jaolaon........
11 24
Eighth Street.
is full and such excellent attendance.
Hudaocville.
11 32
Committee on Forestry.
Vriesland......
We are having a little more mental
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
Zealand ......
11 47
Acts at once, never fails. ' One Ar.Wamly .....
11 55
arithmeticthis year than last in our
'LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage MannfaoHolland.
.......
12 10
Minute Cough Cure. A remedy for
schools,
but
not
enough
yet,
teachers.
| tory and
and Blacksmith
rsmlth and Repair Shop.
Bh
Hartford .......
2 00
asthmr,
and
that
feverish condition
3 05
Dealer in AgrlcnlturalImplements.River St.
8t. Joeeph ....
Every reader of the Moderator which accompaniesa severe cold,
New Buffalo...
4 06
Chicago
........
0 25
should
give
the
geographical
departThe only harmless remedy that proTJONTLEY,A.. Practical Machinist, Mill and
p. m. p.m p.tn. a.m
IT Engine Repairs a specialty Shop on Sev- ment special attention, especially the duces Immediate results.
work

sell at

We are having a new lot of overcoats made up by a Boston
firm, to replenishour broken sizes. They are elegant black
beavers latest style and long cut at 810 00 and 812 00 and are
our best sellers. Will be In Monday.

Sept. 22, 1895.

stock of goods appertaining to the
City Drug Store, Eighth Street.

a full

lined

While the supply lasts. Also 75c and $1 grades.

The Dentist

in

and Fleece

49 cents.

COOK,

U

W
business.

next week we have

and Shingles.

It.”

attendanceof young people for a

things for

an immense line of

Ottawa county desiring
to compete for the prizes offered— not
Miss ElizabethParoday of Lamont
Makes a specialty of regulating teeth.
so much for the money-consideration
Drugs and Medicines.
will teach the winter term in the
thereof, as the satisfaction of having
Offiw owr Blooi’a Bakfry, 8th Stmt.
T\OE8BURG, J. O.. Dealer In Drugs and Medi- Crysler district, Georgetown.
been a co worker in this worthy cause
clues. Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, ImJ. S. McCune will teach the Porter
ported and Domestic Cigars.Eighth Street.
—will please forward his or her essay
school, Chester, this winter.
TYTAL8H, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist; Cornelius Coburn is doing excellent to the chairman or any one of the
'

Bm&Go.

Wm.

isasHsasasasa

We

black boards, and order- groves, shelter- belts and woods, not
alone for the benefit of ourselves, but
ed 825 worth of apparatus.
for posterity.
Found a fine foot globe In the Carry
“The fault In this respect stands
school, the result of Miss W. Maude plainly expressed In the history of nations, and Is manifest lu the desert
Seymore’sefforts.
Miss Lore Thayer is using every ef- scars of the earth, while on the other
hand forestshave proven to be conserfort possible to carry out the compulvators of moisture and sources of
sory school law, and as a result has streams. 'The tree is father to the
one family of children In school that rain,’ was a favorite saying of Mahohave not pretended to attend during met.
“Our existing laws regarding treethe past two years.
culture are Ignored, and a feeling of
G. May Goodenow has an enroll- Indifference has rooted so deep, that
ment of sixty-nine,In the Patchen It takes time, effort and education to
overcome
CIZ3
school, Crockery.
In carrying out the aim of the Board
Messrs. Guy Lillie, Lucas Slaughter,
R. J. Foster and Austin Thatcher are in this matter, and In our endeavors
meeting with evident success in their to reach the object sought after, we
rely largely upon the good will of the
school work.
The Haire school, Georgetown, has a press of the county, and earnestly

Pres. C.

NO. 43

1895.

1(5.

tree culture to band in

The Common Schools of the

1895.

16,

- -

Holland Urn Nrwe.

MICH.,

for a beginner, in the

also our large line of Clay diagonals in

Cutaway.

Double breast and straight and Cutaway sack suits at 810,811
and 812.

We also call attention to our all wool made to order suits at
815 and up, these are fashionable '96 patterns and are made up,
as carefuUy and stylishly as our 822' or 826 suits. Satlafactlo’ri
guaranteed.

.

Lawrence Kramer.

enth street, near River.

teachers of our districtschools.

a.m.

Lv.

Meat Markets.

A teacher who does not plan to
Itch on numan and horses and all
reach his work before nine o’clock animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool
r\E KRAKER A DE KOBTKR, Dealers In all
kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on does not exhibit just the proper ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold bylleber Walsh, druggist
River Street.
amount of interest.
Holland. Mich.
yy ILL VAN^DER^VERRE^Dealer
in aD kinds
Cora M. Goodenow,
Com’r.
Sale of Stata Tax Land
Eighth Street.

STATE OF

Painters.

Real Estate Transfers.

R., House, Carriage, and Sign
Painting,plain and ornamenUl paper banging. Shop at residence,on Seventh St., near B

Allen P. Collar to Homer A. Collar, n >4 nw

T\E MAAT,

M

K

boo 17, Wright, 12, 500.

MICHIGAN,

Auditor General’s Office,
Lansing, Nov. 1, 1895.
Notice

7M

Hartford...

10 57

Holland
We
Vaverly ....
Zealand .....
Vriealand ..
Hadaonvllle

loss 12 25 9 3*

Jenlton

.

.

.

10
10
10
11
11
11
11

Ar.

.

Grand Rapids

-

Ar. Riff Rapids. .
Manistee .....

.

)

hereby given that certain
Mary E. Stewart to Ell H. Bankey n Vj e H sw
R. Depot.
lands situated in the County of Otta* boo 1 Olive, 1240.
wa, bid off to the State for taxes of
Physicians.
Pieter De Weerd and wile to H. De Weerd n
1892 and previous years, and described
H ew M bw U and bo M nw bw U and bw K ne in statements which will hereafter be
j^REMEBS, H.. Physician and Surgeon : Resi- >4 bw 14 sec 4, Jamestown,$1600.
Allegan and
forwarded to the office of the Treasdence on Twelfthstreet, corner of Mirket,
Luman
JeuiBon
to Wm. Wbltters n 4 bo >4 se
Office at drag store, Eighth Street.
urer of said County, will be sold at
*4 see 5, Blendon.
public auction by said Treasurer at Lv. Pentwater
Geo. E. Kollen to Jane Van Zanten lot 3 the County Seat, on the first Monday
Muskegon...
Saloons.
Grand flaveu
Slagh.s Add., Holland. $150.
of December next, at the time and Ar Waver! .....
TTLOM.C., River Street. Liquors. Wine snd
D Beer. Bottling Works next door. Orders John F. Gill et al to Fred A Gill pt se 54 sec 31, place designatedfor the Annual Tax
Holland. ..
and pt bw U sec 35, Wright. 12,000.
promptly delivered.
Allegan .....
Sales, if not previously redeemed or
Annie C. McFarlandto Chae' E. McFar.and b cauceled accordingto law.
Hj se Mi »ec 4, \V right. 1400.
Watches and Jewelry.
Said statements contain a full deAllegan
EllderlK. Nienhuie to Jacob Toppen pt bw 1-4 scription of each parcel of said lands
Holland
Be 1-4 sec 7, Holland, |0(.O.
Waverly ......
and may be seen on application at the
TTBEYMAN. O., A SON.Watohmakereand JewGrand Haven
Dirk Groeneveld and wile to John O. Vob pt office of the County Treasurer after
13 elers. and Dealers In Silverware. Repairing
Lv. Muskegon
promptly executed.Cor. River and Market Ste lotfl blk 10 Monroe and Harris add. Grand Ha- | they lire received by him.
Ar. Pentwater
von, 1115.
Stanley W. Turner.
Herend Van Dente and wife to 0. A. Caauwe
Auditor General
Muskegon
ne 1-4 nw 1-4 8«.c 14 and pt se 1-4 nw 1-4 sec 13

pm.

Muskegon
a

K. Q. T. M.
wife to Michael
GresoentTent, No. M, meets in K. O. T. M
SchwurBn 6 a of w 9 a of n 15 a of bw 1-4 se 1-4
Hallat7:30p.m., on Monday night next.
Bir Knights’ are cordially invited to attend sec 32, Holland, $2,500.
William A. Jones and wife to John H. Golden
Cheapest Life InsuranceOrder known. Full
particularsglyen on appl^ation.
B.

W. Rkiole,

^

Cream Baking Powder
Most Perfect Made.

*48

9
9

as

pm.
9 25
9 80
10 23
10 1.5 8
II

hof,

w 1-2 ae 1-4 bco

13,

Olive,$750.

Martin De Glopper and wife to Martin Van

Doorne nw 1-4 Bee 4. Grand Haven, $750.
The Council of Hope College to Mand B. BodL
gcra lots 10 and 11 blk 3 Hope College Add. Hol-

D.

land, *265.

-

Practice confined to diseases of the
Mi r lu Miner and wife to Chas. E. Sheffield
Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat.
and wife ne 1-4 nw 1-4 Bee 20, Allendale,|S00.

—

Office Rooms:— 7 and 8 Gilbert Block

—

Marriage Licenses.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

George Field 25, Georgetown, and Libbie

Phdne 1148-1 ring.

/LOW

Strond

16,

William

Eye

May

Georgetown.
H

.

Claflln 21, Holland, and Lenora

Watson 18, Holland.
Dirk Van Lento 23, Hollaed,and Charlotte
Finch 22, Holland.

RATES

George Tlbbet, 20. Georgetown, and Henrietta

Mlnde boat

to

ATLANTA EXPOSITION.

L a

05 I

and

Cleaning and Repairing

unt

twenty days 826.70 and good
adnntedJan’y 7th 835.00. Ask agents for full was MOP160"Resolved, That the committeeon
information^ DeHAVENj g p A forestry are authorized by the mem36—6 w.
Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder

bers of this board to invite essays, or
papers, on the most practicable meth-

od

of

First

Ward

near

Wm. Van

Meat Market

the

EIGHTH

real estate,

If you want to save from 30 to 40 per cent., on easy tei
call on or

address

H

1

the

north

JAMES HUNTLEY, South

St„ Holland, Mich.

P. S.— Also a quantity of Lumber, Lath, Shingles, etc., at a bargain.

V

H.

NORTHERN

Meyer & Son’s
DEALERS IN

Pianos
A. B. Chase,

Crown,
Russell,

1

Organs

United States,
Farrand and Votey,
Lawrence Seven- Oct.

A. M. and

M.
after or

hours can call

St.

-

Sewing flachines^^-

me up

Geo. Baker, M.

. •

and Clark,

Story

above Post Office

me

v-..

Smith and Barnes.

Dr. De Vries Dentist

1 to 5 P.

Jt

Music House

Look Here!

or before office

Coffees,
Splcep, Extract

River

\

New Home, Wheeler &
hold,

.

.

and Standard.*

Sheet music, Folios and

D.

•

HraotyhitiePkjiiflu aid 8trgj$i.

Office overman der Veen’s Store, corBakins Powder, ner 8th and River Ste. Office open
day and night. Special attention
given diseases peculiar to children.
STREET.

|

.

Pianos,

all

•

Wilson, Domestic,

‘

House

Kinds of Musical Instruments.
»

Organs’and Sewing Machines Rented.

STREET*

.

HOLLAND. MIG]
.

'0i

my

eluding Factory, Factory Property, Land and Houses, I wlH

by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th

Incompliancewith the above we

for prices. All

sell at a sacrifice.

Any on wishing to see

encouraging and promoting tree-

heartily invite all those interested in

JAMES HUNTLEY

Big Rapids.

der Veere’s • Office hours from 8 to 12

World’*Fair Hlfheat Award.

ey. Hang but your cards or order
from his driver. He will call on you
^every morning

or a lot on which to build a home, call

Sept. 22, 1895.

from

culture In Ottawa county, arid to offer
In their behalf an award of Six Dollars and of Foqr Dollars, to be paid by
Ie«! lee!! Ice!!!
the members of the board, for the
The Northside Crystal Ice Company first and second best papers presented,
Exclusive
now offers to deliver ice all over the no paper to exceed lo length .1000
Dealers In
words:
and
that
the
committee
make
city promptly.Mr.. C. L. Blgnall, the
manager, guaranteesthat all his cus- a full report at the January session,
tomers will he given good weight, good with the recommendationas to the
clean ice and plenty of it for the mon- awards to be made.”

home

a

lam. p m.

Condensed Testimony-

IB, Georgetown.

0f Supervisors the following resolution

on

li. R.
Chas. B. Broker and Manufacture’s LANSING A
Agent, Cloumbus, Ohio, certifiesthat
pm.lp m
1 SO 3 25
Dr. King’s New Discovery has no equal Lv Grand
2 88, 7 02
Ar. Grand
as a Cough remedy. J. D. Brown,
3 04' 7 25
Lansing
Prop. St. James Hotel, Ft. Wayne,
3 57! 8 25
Howell
11 40 6 31110 10
Detroit
Ind , testifies that he was cured of a
am
p in
Cough of two years standig, caune by
7 40
6 00
Detroit ......
La Grippe, by Dr. King’s New Dis- Lv. Howell
9 20
7 36
.......
covery. B. F. Merrill, Baldwinsville,
10 27
8 37
Lansing .......
11
00
9 10
Grand
Ledge
..
Mass., says that he has used used and
10 45
12 30
recommendedit and never knew it to At. Grand Raplde
p m
p m.
fail and would rather have It than any
Parlor Cars on all trains, seats 25 cents tor any
doctor, because it cures. Mrs. distance.
Hemming, 222 E. 25th St. Chicago,
GEO. DeHAVBN.
G. P. A. Grand Rapids, Mich.
always keep it at hand and has no fear
ol Croup, because It instantly relieves. J. C HOLCOMB, Agent, Holland.
H. Walsh, Holland,
A.DeKruif, Zeeland.

---------

1

If vou want

3 22

20
am. 'pm

wernce Kramer.

Tree Planting.
Oo account of the Cotton States and
Making clothes look nearly as good as
International
XUWiuauiuuai Exposition,the C. &
2b the People of Ottauxi County:
new Is-the
work we do in our shop.
I*
at low rates
W. M. R’y selling tickets
tl
Rates from Hoi
At the October session of the hoard
for the round trip.
A. KLOOSTERMAN,
land are as followe: For tickets good

1 55

2 10
2 00

Lv. Muskegon ..........1 8 0V| 3 22
Fremont ..............| 9 20, 4 40
Ar. Big Rapids .......... llO 501 6 15

and 0 blk lo, bw add Holland. 8350.
John C. Po»t and wlfeet al to Willem Krult-

full line of Spectaclesand
Glasses constantly lu stock.

|

p.m.ia.mIp.m :p.m

many

Jun W. Boaman and wife to John Vob pt lotB

A

I

1 35
4 05
4 40
5 3(1
5 40
0 30

It’s just as easy

Cough Cure

B. K.

BIGELOW, M.

12 35
..
1 0?:
15 10 30 1 50
20 10 85, 1 551

to try One Minute Lv. Big Rapids............8 » 7 05
10 81
thing else. It’s
Fremont
8 *4 b b m M sec 13. Polk ton, I2.60U.
11 47
easier to cure a severe cough or cold Ar Mnikegon
Smart Gleason etalto Wm. Albrecht pt bw 14
with
it.
Let
your
next
purchase
f or
Traini arrive at Grand Rapids from
bw 1-4 boo 12. e 4 se 1-4 se 1-4 see 11 Crockery,
a cough be One Minute Cough ; Cure. at l:U)p m. and 10 OOp. m
*1,800.
Sleeperson all n ght trains.
Better medicine; better results, betJan Wi Boamun and wife to Wm. De Haan w
ter try it.
>6 lot 4 blk 15 bw add Holland, 1700.

^

5

C. P.

pm

45'

II 07

.

SOCIETIES.

Division.

m. p m.

fi

y

Dr. Price’s

Clothiers and Outfitters.
C

8 15
8 45
11 05
II 35

.

Holland, 1375.
Millard Harrington and

& 6o.

8 21

4i 12 30 0 45
47 18 42
50 12 ao
04 12 59
11 1 OK
14 1 10
3t I a* 10 25
3 15
6 15

Traverse City
Charlevoix....
Petoakey ......
Bay View .....

is

at cost.

to

wm.

9 25 7 10
10 15

St. Joaeiih...

Grandville
/

p.m.ip.xi
5 00 *1145

Chicago.

New Bnffalo.

U

Uncalled for goods

,

'

"

•

:

NAPOLEON SLEPT THERE.
i

of Bonaparte’* VUlt to a

PoJUh

A MYSTERIOUS LEAK.
tt

Wm

a

Worm Hols la
Sailboat

Peaaant'aCottaae.
| The French consul at Warsaw, the
capital of Russian Poland, recently received a request from a peasant that he
aid him in repairing his cottage, which
was falling into ruin. It was in this
cottage that Napoleon Bonapartespent
• day and a night in December, 1806.
The cottage stands five versts from the
fortress of Nowogeorgiewsk, in the little village of Okuniw, on the bank of the

JUver Narew. It was while superintending the passage of his troops across
this river that Napoleon occupied the
peasant’s cottage.

Above the doop these words are
carved deep in the wood: “Palais de
FEmpereur, le 23 decembre 1806.” Another inscription, this in Latin, is
carved upon a black marble slab set
In one of the walls of the house and
conveys substantially the same meaning, It is not known by whom the tablet was placed or who carved the words
over the door, but it is asserted that
ihey date from the time of Napoleon’s
Visit The present occupant of the cottage is a direct descendant of him who
entertained Bonaparte beneath his
roof, and the report made by the French
consul says that the peasant tells with

cnttalqpn the

detailsof the imperial

wgich had been handed down
from generation ^generation,and that

visit,

he exhibits to visitors a statuetteof the
emperor, which shows him seated on
• throne with the world beneath his
feet. This statuettei| rery old, and the

peasant regards it with the utmost
reverence.

MUST BE UP TO DATE
Wanted a Wife with Puffed Bleeree and
Biff Hat
A man with a countenance seamed

and a beard whitened with age, and
togged out in Sunday clothes that were
the style two generationsago, walked
Into tf»e office of the labor bureau at
the battery, says a New York correspondent of the PittsburghDispatch,
and said that he was in search of a
wife.

^.*5 am Owen Merritt,” said he, “and
twice a widower. I have a nice farm
near Scranton, Pa., well stocked with
cows, pigs and chickens, besidesmoney
in the bank. I have a fine home to offer the right kind of

a

woman.

“The woman I would marry must be
young, good looking, stylish, and every
way modern," explained the exacting
Mr. Merritt. He stated that his first
wife died in 1864 and his second in 1894.
Matron Boyle waved her hand in the
directionof the room full of immigrant
girls in the biu-eau.
“No, no,” said the wife-seeker,shak-

ing his head. “None of them. The
girl I marry must be up to date."
' The jQ&ftner said his third wife must
wear puffed sleeves aud a big hat with
waving feathers.
Mr. Merritt told Matron Boyle that
be would make her a handsome present
. if she would assist him to find his ideal
of a wife. He promised to call again
in a few days.

* LEARNING SADLY WASTED.
of a Llnffolit with a
r

Man

Who

tiered gtfanffe Guttural Sounds.

Thin

is a genial linguist in an office

near the city

hall,

the Keel of the

says theNew York Sun.

man he had found gesticulating and uttering strange guttural
rounds in the park. The man was an
undersized, tawny-skinned foreigner,
and appeared to be in trouble.
The linguistbeamed kindly u^jon the
poor man, while the policemanand the

An

Account of tbs Affair la a* Old
Clipping.

There was a man had a ConnecticutThe following paragraphappeared in
river boat built, which cost him $235,
a Chesshire (England) newspaper of
and che was a beauty. She could go
the year 1839: For some time the little
quite nicely and the man was pleased
town of Hawarden has been in a state of
with her till he found she leaked. “Oh,
excitement in consequence of the anwell,” said he, “that’seasily remedied.”
ticipated nuptials of the two Misses
So he looked her all ovpr for the leak.
Glynne, sisters of Sir Stephen Glynne,
He couldn’t find a crevice. He filled Bart, M. P., who have been engaged for
up severalplaces that he thought might
some time to Lord Littleton and Mr.
have let in a little water, but it didn’t
William Ewart Gladstone. Tuesday
do the least bit of good. He gave it up
was fixed as the date when the ceremofinally aud sold the boat for $35, and
ny should take place.
thought he had the best of it at that.
Abopt 10:30 a simultaneousrising of
The fellow who bought the craft,
the large assemblage,accompanied by
says the New York Herald, knew she
u burst of melody from the organ, anwas a fast sailor and he had an idea
nounced that the fair brides had arthat he was smart enough to find that
rived. All eyes were turned toward
leak, but it wasn’t long before he began
the door to witness the entrance of the
to think maybe he wasn’t such a sucbrides and the bridesmaids with the rest
cess as he might be. She leaked just
of the bridal party, and the slow prothe same regular amount all the time.
cession up to the communion table. In
One Sunday he made up his mind he
a few minutes all had arrived,and the
would find that hole if he never came
imposing ceremony hod commenced. At
back. He took her out and, after she
this moment the spectacle presented
had shown that she was in good leakwas an extremely interestingone. The
ing form, he beached her. AfterHhe
large bridal party exhibited every eletide went down he went all around her,
gance of costume, and the dresses of the
listening os a doctor listens for lung
ladies belongingto it, as well as those
trouble. He heard a sucking noise
of many among the spectators, made
about her keel. He got down on the
up a very brilliant and attractivescene,
under side and in the timber of the
lit up, as it was, by splendid sunshine.
keel was a worm hole in the wood. It
Thp ceremony was performed by Hon.
had been there when the beam was
and Rev. G. Neville. At its conclusion
shaped. It probably wound around
the newly-wedded couples and their imlike n letter S and to look for it on ike
mediate friends passed out amid the feinside would be something like huntlicitations of the throng.
ing a needle, in o haystack. He stuck
a match in ihe hole to see how big it
THE AGE OF LOVE.
was. It just fitted. The match broke
Carious Corrcspondcoee on This Question
oil and he let it go at that She has
in London Papers.
never leaked a drop from that day to
The "Age of Love” correspondence
ibis.
in the London Daily Telegraph is elicWHY THE GIRLS LAUGHED. iting some odd statementsand amusing glimpses of individual character
Toong Lady Iff a Fashionable School Was
end views.
Unable to See a CaUer.
In a fashionableuptown boarding "Ladies in the bloom of their wrinschool the other day a young miss kles” is one of the funniest definitions
of elderly sirens who have proved irreboasted that her sister was coming on
sistible, and, according to one of the
the next visitingday with a handsome
and very captivatingyoung fellow. writers, we must include Helen of
She said all the girls might see him, Troy amongst these aged charmers.
Helen, says the pitiless one, was 60
but only two or three of her best and
when
she ran off with Paris.
dearest friends should be introduced
Cleopatra, we all know, was old
to him. It was to be a case of "you may
enough for Shakespeareto write of her
look but you mustn’t touch” to nearly
that “age” could not wither her when
all the school. Visitingday came,
she
fascinated an amorous Antony of
says the New York Sun, and with it
came the sister and the young man. nearly three-score and ten.
But more amusing still is the letter
There was a flutter all over the school.
The visitors sat in the parlor while of a "young lady” who has had “more
Miss Rapid gave the finishing touches adulation and attention” than falls to
the lot of most of her sex, and conseto her toilet Meantime the principal
quently has hod "considerable experiof the school entered the parlor. She
asked for tfce visitors’ names and got ence in love at all ages."
This lady, who at 17 was engaged to
them. “And you are not related to
"a noble, good man of 35,” declares that
this young lady?" she inquired of the
youth. “No, ma’am," said he; “just a at no age has she found the love of man
"so profound,true and lasting as from
friend, that’s all.” "Oh,” said the
principal,“only relatives mav visit our

35 to 40."

pupils, so I must oak you to let me entertain you in my office until the sisters
have had their visit.” This was the
situation when Miss Rapid came down

But, alas! this wise reflectionseems
come too late, for she broke the
engagementfor some trivial cause,
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he, true to his

Hats worth

19c.

at reg. price
$3.00

now

CASH!
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Life Size

Portrait

-

Free!
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Read Advertisement.

This

Means
You!
Do you want to save money on an

promise never to get

herself over rejection,died within three years
bravely, but all through the air of the of an undermined constitution— onfl a
big brownstone house there was an slight coldl

undertone of strange, choking, inde-

A GOOD EXCUSE.

scribable noise. It was the suppressed
giggling of the other girls.

He Could Not Enter tbe Army Without

Overcoat?

His Bear.

SHARKS’ FINS ARE HIGH.
Becoming Scarce, and Chinese Statesmen
Are Greatly Exercised.

Do you want

A bear Barnum has had the good fortune to melt the hearts of stern military men by his tale, and to obtain
thereby a postponement of his period
of service in the army. The man was
called upon at Bordeaux, and presented
himself at the recruiting office with a
superb bruin. He told the captain in
charge of the place that he was quite

has gone

would

receive

a

money

on a

Boots and Shoes?
If

so call at our store and be convinced.

?

\

- ! ^

Our Rubber goods are made by the Boston
Rubber Shoe Co. and are warranted the best
in the market. These goods for cash only.

With every $10.00 purchase made between now and January 1st ’96, we will
give free a life size picture of any member

well-preserved piece ingly light in weight, while its resist-

of your family.

LOKKER & RUTGERS.

|
3

-

save

Do you want to save money on

Discoveryof m Hurled Forest off Franco of protective armor which had prob- ance is equal to several layers of the
ably been used in the Trojan war. The best sole leather.A combinationof
. That Is Vast Becoming Changed to Coal.
, _ A singular fact is recorded— namely, precious relic arrived on schedule time, strong linen canvas, with interwoven
that on the shores of Brittany, between and on opening the bundle he found an cane, is very cleverly applied for the
fit Malo and St Lunaire, in the vicini- old pair of musty-lookingcorseta bear- manufacture of trunks. The straps of
ty of SLEnogat station, at a place called ing the following legend: "Dear Sir— cane used in the material are about
Port Blanc, the tides have lately dis- This beautiful piece of ancient work is one- eighth of an inch wide, while only
placed a considerable amount of sand, thought by the most eminent anti- a trifle less than a sixteenth of an inch
Bay to the depth of some 9 to 13 feet. quarians to be the very identicalcorset in thickness.They are interwovenso
’Accompanying this remarkable phe- worn by the famous Helen when she closely into the double flax cover that
nomenon is the fact that forests known took refuge with Paris within the they form an elastic surface capable of
ancient city of Troy. If this was not considerable resistance, and superior
to have been buried for periods covering
£ome 18 or 20 centuries have now been the case, it was probably the property both in flexibility and density to leather.
brought to light and a vast forest has, of the fair Cleopatra.Anyhow, we re- The trunks made of this material are
ceived the money, and it is kindly ac- considerably lighter than leather
It appears, been discovered in process
knowledgcfl bj^X. Y, Z.”
trunks, and are much more pleasant to
of transformationinto coal. Ferns
handle than the old wooden trunk. For
8Ut Machine Gives a Penny.
ond the trunks aqd barks of tyeeq are
(raveling in Europe they qye particuThe automatic alms distributor is a
Jo be seen in an advanced state of deIar;ly advantageous,as they will save
position, allowing, In fact, the films reversal of the ordinary penny-in-thetheir cost in excess baggage in a short
'Mch are found in coal, slot machine in that it dispenses the time.
1, ^hlle sqme of the trunks are 10 coin instead of absorbingit. The conPat Oat a Fir* with Vinegar.
feet in length and still very distinct, trivance is devised to act as a labor test
Water has been such a scarce Article
they are becoming rapidly transformed. for vagrants and beggars, for it exacts
the turning of a handle 100 times before around Kokomo, Ind., that resisting
Law la Poland*
it yields the covetro penny.
fires has been almost impossible outsidd
. The city of Nesswish, in Russian Po. And
this labor la by no means lost, of the cities and larger towns. The
land, belongs to Prince Itaddivill. Two for It actuates machinery,electrical or other night the large farmhouse of A.
lakes, one within the city ona one near otherwise, which will perform some 8. McCormack near Rockville, west of
it, also belong to him. This summer, actual work, or store up the enei^y ex- there, took fire. Being no water on the
when the heat was greatest,almost un- pended for future use.
place, the. farm hands and neighbors
bearable, the prince suddenlyissued a
fought the flames with vinegar and
A Libel on Girls.
proclamationforbidding fishing and
cider, a number of barrels of which
Women
are now admittedto lectures
bashing in these waters, the only ones
were stored in a wagonhouse, and by
at. Edinburghuniversity, where they
for miles around. The servant of a
this meOns saved the adjoining buildsit on the front seats. Recently eight
judge, nevertheless,went in swimming,
ings, though the residencewas deand was. immediately shot by the wOmcn were attending Prof. Tait’s stroyed.
lecture on the geometric forms of the
guards placed by the prince. When it
crystals. "An octahedron,gentlemen,"
Perfumes from Wood.
Is known that the prince and his tool
said the professor,"is a body with eight
The
United
States manufacturesexare in no danger from the wheels of
plane faces. For example:” “Look tensively perfumes from wintergreen,
justice one can imagine the state of
at the front bench,” broke in a man sassafras and several other woods and
liberty and law within t|| realms of the
from the back seats.
herbs, - v

to

Suit of Clothes?

up enormously of late.
Whether this is really due to these hot
sea leviathans becoming scarcer, like
willing to don the military uniform, but
whales, or to their displaying more ache did not know what would become of
tivity in evading capture, is disputable,
his bear. The animal was trained, and
but the fact remains that their fins,
worth £ 40. Nobody would keep it for
ns a delicacy,are becoming dearer and
him, and if he allowed it to go loose
other men in the office looked at the
dearer.
about the country it might do some
linguist with a due amount of respectIt is generally supposed that sharks’
damage. "You must take my bear as
ful appreciation of his learning.He
Jins are never eaten outside of the
well as myself," said the recruit to the
opened his batteries in French, but
celestial empire, but they do occasionalofficer, who, being perplexed, sent the
there was no respondingsign of intellily figure in select banquets in England
man away until the general of the
gence. Then German, Italian and
aud France. So far as known they have
district had been communicated with.
Spanish were tried. These also failing,
not become n staple luxury in this counThe recruit has been allowed another
the linguistwas about to utilize some
try, however, though they are occasionyear before being called on to sene
recollectionsof Turkish and volapuk,
ly served at banquets given by San
with the colors. Within that period he
when the unfortunatereached over,
Francisco epicures. The Chinese arc
is expected to have found somebody
drew a pencil, snatched a piece of paper
icry foud of them, and, notwithstandwho will take charge of the useful anifrom a nearby desk and wrote as foling the cost of the last war, still show
lows:
mal. by whose ungainly gambols he
such a desire for these delicaciesthat
makes a living.
“I am deaf and dumb. I want to
the price is still rising.
know how to reach the Japanese
A FEATHER-WEIGHT TRUNK.
consul.”
A Costly Relic
After the linguist had been revived
An antiquarian in Taunton recently Composed of Cane and Canvas, it Is Both
Light and Strong.
he announced that he had gone out of wns the victim of anew kind of swindle.
A new material for trunks is much
the interpretingbusiness forever.
He sent five dollars in answer to an advertisementwhich said the sender used by a Loipsic firm. It is surprisFUTURE COAL MINE.

CASH! CASh!

Underwear,
former price xwL»f|

to have

and

%

into the parlor. She bore

who is fjequegtlycalled u^on to act
Chinese politicians are doubtless
£8 an interpreter. The other day n making great capital out of the fact
friendly policemanenlisted his services
just now that the price of sharks’ fins
in behalf of a
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CARRIES DEATH TO MAN.
TIPPINQ THE OCEAN.
PARIS USES COTS OF ICE.
Chaste to the Level Produced by the Awfol Power of Fulminate of Mercsry The tierm Sharps Bay Natural lee Com
Used in AnnrchUt Bomb*.
Earth’s Rotation.
tales Bacilli.
Fulminate of mercury, which is used
The discovery that the axis of the
Among tho first of the many curious
earth is not fixed in direction,but that rv European anarchists in the manu- things that impress the American sumit swings round in such a way as to facture of their bombs, is one of the mer visitorto Paris is the way tho
cause the north pole itself to revolve most treacherous and powerful explo- French have of doling out ice as if it
once in every fourteen months round a sives known to science. Heretofore, were diamonds,and tho horror which
circle ten yards in diameter,is now says the New York World, it has been Parisians profess for tho America u
generallyaccepted as an established employed in percussion caps and custom of icing their drinks and therefact.
as
(Detonatorfor nitroglycerin by impairingtheir digestions,says the
It is evident that such a wobbling of preparations.It explodes when subNew York World. Notwithstanding
the earth’s axis of rotation, small jected to a slight shook or to heat, and
nil this the consumption of ice in Paris,
thongh it be, must produce some effect not a few expert chemists since its
especially for domestio uses, has inupon the level of the ocean at its shores, English inventor, Howard, have been
creased rapidly during the last few
and an examinationof the very careful
seriously injured or killed while pre- years, and if it continues at the same
records, which have been kept for
paring or experimentingwith it.
rate it will not be long before it surmore than forty years, of the height of
In France some years ago the cele- passes that of New York. The last
the tide in the canal at Helder, in Holbrated chemist, Bamiel, was manipu- twelve months show a total consumpland, was recently made for the purlating this dangerous product in a tion of over 110,000,000 pounds.
O*
pose of determiningwhether such an
heavy agate mortar when his attention
Most of the natural ice used in Paris
effect could be perceived.
The result of the examinationshowed was suddenly distracted, and he let is taken from the lakes in the environs
the pestle down with a little less care at Chaville, in the woods about Veretc.
that the average level of the water had
varied with great regularity,in a re- than ordinary. The explosionwhich saillesand Bt. Cloud, and even from
curring period of fourteen months, ever followed almost literally blew the mor- sheets of water in the Bolide Boulogne
since the tide records were begun in tar to dust, and it tore Rarruel’s hand and Vincennes. Ice ia made artififrom his wrist. Another distinguished cially in large quantities,however,
1851.
chemist,
Bellot, was blinded and had is sold at a much higher price
The inference is that this regular
with
change of level must be due to the both hands torn off while experiment- natural article. Natural ice,
swinginground of the axis of the earth. ing with fulminate of mercury. Justin the Academy of Medicine says, is
of tea,
The amount by which the level changes Leroy, a French expert in the manufac- of bacilli in a state of suspendedanlsia—a little less than five-eighthsof an ture of explosives, was one day en- tion, and the doctors recommend thbfc
of spices.
inch— also corresponds to the calcu- gaged in experimentingwith this com- only artificial ice be used for domeatie
lated change that should result from pound in a damp state, in which con- purposes.
The highest-pricedico comes tfom
the supposed cause.
dition it was supposed to be harmless.
So we are gradually learning to ap- It exploded with such force, however, Norway and from Switzerland, wtysro
preciate how delicatelythe ponderous that nothing of M. Leroy, that was it is gathered from the glaciers Mil
earth Is poised as it swings in its vast recognizable could afterwardbe found. from the mountain tops. This OOttR
also
it
object for
to trade with
orbit round the sun, and how even the
from 28 to 30 francs a ton.
mighty ocean responds to the slightest
NO LANGUAGE NEEDED.
Ice costs but x trifle leas, but that j
prices
our competitors.
tipping this way and that of the great
InatencM Which 8e«m to Soitaln the is gathered in and about Paris iS'l
axis of the globe.
from nine to ten francs a ton.
Contention of Certain Savant*.
Those who contend we could get on city of Paris harvests the ice in thoi
THE CZAR'S LAST GIFT.
without a language may add another lakes in the Bois de Boulogne , and
An IbsUom of thn TnoaghtfolneMof tk»
story to prove their point, cays the Vincennes,and sells the crop, Mid?
Lnt« Emperor of BftMln.
Leeds Mercury. Everybody knows that packed in the municipal ice housei, for
A pathetic story comes from Russia
in many cases it is not the words used 55,000 francs, or about $11,000, annually.
of the late emperor’s tender regards for
Seethe following low prices we are making on Groceries.
but the manner of speaking which
the wishes of his wife. Last summer
FROST EXPANDS WATER.
mokes the impression.Thus it was
the emperor and empress visited
that Daniel O’Connell w as able to make Scientists Are HtUl rustled over the Wellgreat shop in St Petersburg to select
Knorra Phenomenon.
some jewels for their son’s future bride. o market dame rage and storm by call-,
One
of the moat curious natural pheing her a hypothenuse triangle. Some
The empress saw a beautiful bracelet,
. ..$1.00
21 lbs. of Granulated sugar for.
and expressed great admiration for it, Swedish ambassadorshovingto present nomena, and one which has never yet
10 lbs. Rolled Oats .................
and remarked laughingly to her hus- on oddress to Louis XVI., which they l>een explained by the philosiphere,
7 cans Sardines ...................
band that she must purchase it some- had forgotten, recited the whole ot is that in reference to the expansion
...... 25c
7 lbs. Starch .......................
time. Shortly after their return to the their catechism, and that did just atf of freezing water. ' The case of water,
8 Bars Badger Soap ...............
......
25c
palace the czar was seized with one o: Well. Prof. Drummond tells us in his lays the St. Louis Republic, is a singu5 lbs. Raisins ....................
those serious attacks of illness to which “TropicalAfrica" ho was in a similar lar exception to all natural laws pf
4 lbs. Ginger Snaps ............... ..... 24c
1 lb. Crackers ........ ............
he was subject,and the empress forgot fix, and got out of it in u similar way. expansion by heat and contraction by
On one occasion four of hie carriers '•old. which apply in cases of all other
1 lb. Japan Tea .................. ...... 25c
the bracelet.
The emperor died, and to the empress run away. There were three others of known liquids. When water is freezin the early days of her widowhood the same tribe in the company, and, ing it contracts in bulk down to tho
came a birthday, the first anniversary though the professor knew nothing of (mint where the mercury reaches ^ho
which she must pass alone. On her their dialecL he determined to* teach reading of 39ft degrees, or 7ft deother birthdays the czar had been hem a lesson. Beginning with a few grees above freezing,from which point
wont to place a bouquet in the morn general remarks on the heathen,he it slowly expands according to the
trade
right.
ing-room of the empress. Inside the brieflysketched the geology of Africa intensity of cold. No other liquid is
flowers was always folded some rich and then broke into an impassioned de- known to possess this remarkableproprare gift, chosen months beforehand. fense of the British constitution. The erty, except that certain metals expire!
The empress had avoided the room as three tribesmentrembled like aspens. slightly in passing from a liquid to a
too full of painful memories,but this He concluded his reprimand by solemn- solid state. But if heat be applied to.
morning,the morning of his wedding ly enunciating the 47th proposition of water after R has cooled down to
day, Nicholasrequested his mother to Euclid, and the result of the awful ad- temperatureof 39ft degrees (the point
go there as a 'favor to him.
monition was that the men became where it is ready to begin expanding
The first thing she saw there was the the most faithful he had.
should a greater degree of cold be apbouquet in its usuaj place, and inside
plied) it will immediately expand by
UNUSED TO DIRECTORIES. the universal law. But should we lowthe flowers was a case fastened and
sealed by the czar’s own hands. It DlAcnlty of a Countryman In Finding a er the temperatureto 32 degrees It will
contained the bracelet. He had ordered
Firm’s Address.
expand by its own special law. Anit on the same day that the empress
A countryman drifted into one of the other curious point to be noted here is
which
saw it, and on his deathbed had given Main street railway officesand said:
this: That the amount of expansion
A lady, while making her morning instructionsfor the birthdaygift, bid“The policeman outside thnr told me is as great in water lowered from 39
at her grocer’s,came to the item on ding his son to be near to comfort her
yuh had a direction book of the town degrees down to 32 degrees os it is im
her list, “baking powder," and said: when she received it.
in here." The busy but polite clerk water that has been heated so that thor
“Have you
(naming a much adverindicated the directory, and the coun- temperature runs up from 39ft to III
tised powder) Baking powder?
A FOOLHARDY FEAT.
tryman stared. He opened it doubt degrees. These points are certainlyl
Yes, wetve got Mrs. “High Price’s"
powder. But we have some of which The Thrilling Performance of n Traveler fully, says the Buffalo Commercial,and odd and curious and worthy of atten^
In Ceylon.
we’re much pronder.
turned a few pages. "Name of every- tion and experiment.
In one of the wilder parts of Ceylon
It is called “CALUMET,"
body in town in here?" he ventured.
there is a famous statue of Buddha
In ihe oven you’ll get
A MUSICAL MOUSE.
“Guess so, pretty nearly," replied the
Good result# that speak very much nearly fifty feet in height, carved from
clerk,
smiling.
"They
may
have
lie
Choae
to Make HU Home In tfca
Value of Coro and small grains doubled by grinding. Tell your
lowder.
the face of a cliff in such a way that
Plano.
hipped
an
odd
name
here
and
there,
neighbors about It and buy a
We have worked forofd “High Price," only two slender ties at the back mainA nice little animal story is given ia
dear madam Days and years, till we tain its attachment to the livfcg stone. but the skips are few." The countryPOWER and MILL
man went back to his book and the Nature Notes, which raises the intercan’t hardly count them;
In connection with this statue a strange
SHELLER and FEED CUTTER.
cierk to his work. After 15 or 20 min- esting questionwhether mice have a
He says, pay me nov price,
story of foolhardiness is told by Sir
You are fast in my vice, *
utes the clerk saw the countryman was fondnessfor music. It is contributed!
The best outfit on earth for Gr inding, Cutting |Feed, Shelling
William Gregory, formerly governor of
We
will force all your trade to dc
still puzzling over the directory and by a musician, who says: "Oneevcnln
Coro, Sawing wrod, Etc. You will make money by saving!
Ceylon.
mand them.
stepped over to where ho stood. "What I was somewhat startled at hearing ra;
The most practical Farmer is the most successful. I have in
“I mounted the rock from which the
Lady
customer;
“I will try a can of
name are yon looking for?" he asked. piano suddenly giving forth sweet
stock Powers, Belt and Power Mills, Sweep Mills for 1 to 4 hor“Calumet" Mr Clark: your indorse- image was carved, and found it to be
ses, for grinding all grains. Also large line hand and power
"Roberts Brothers,’’answered the rus- sounds, apparentlyof its own accord.
three
or
four
feet
above
the
top
of
the
ment is good enough for me."
statue’s head. Mr. Adams, a man re- tic. The clerk glanced nt the place A mouse, jo it proved, had got inside,
markable for his activity and nerve, where the countryman was looking and the instrument, and was making musio
For
bronchitis,
asthma
or
kindr.d
Feed
trouble* of the throat or lungs, take told me of a feat he performed here nearly had a fit.' The fellow had start- on the wires. Whether this was intenand
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syurp, a many years ago, while assistantagent ed at the beginning of the book and was tional an mousic's part or not, I cannot
a household specific for ail the tlrnsr in this district.
following down the columns with his say; perhaps he was trying to make (a
complaints.
nest for himself there. Some yearn
“He actually took it into his head to thumb nail.
Shellers.
—
----jump from the top of the cliff to the
igo, however,while a piano wnsbein
The Hone SVim Dent.
NVneed to fear the approach of head of the statue. Even if the head
played in tho dining-room of my ol
A
ease
entirely
new
to
medical
scicroup if you hav* Dr. Tomas’ Electricr had been of the ordinary shape, there
home, several mice came out upon tha
Headquarters for
ence came under the observation of the
Oil in the house. Never was a case
would have been only the smallest
hearthrug and began to jump about.,
physicians at tho Maryland university
that if wouldn’t cure if used at the
BUGGIES, SLEIGHS.
standing ground; but the legend of
upporently with delight at the sound}
hospital
recently.
James
T/mon
was
outset.
Champion Belt Power
FARM WAGONS, CUTBuddha gives him a somewhat sloping
of the music, and one allowed himself!
the patient, and he was afflicted in u
Mad„* i>i All Slctl or Wood and ted. TERS, HEAV\ AND
head, with a sharp topknot.
most peculiar way. Tyraon is employed to be carried away in a tongs by tlioi
LIGHT HARNESS, HORSES. HAY PRESSES, ETC. Com“On this slope Mr. Adams alighted.
housemaid." After this, ladies ought!
plete outfitterof the Farm. Best and most complete line of
at the bakery of D. W. Lord, and is 19
He had then to turn round without any
o lose their antipathy to mice; indeed,^
goods In Ottawa and Allegan Counties. Come and examine and
years of age. While at work he accisupport, and jump up two or three feet
we may soon expect some humanitarian!
get Prices. BT Buy Perfection Washer, warranted Best.
dentally fell upon his right arm. He
'
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again. He found hia
dame to commence musical partiesfor|
felt an acute pain in the member as if
nerve failing, but at last made a destheir delectation. It would be amus4
perate effort, and just reached the ledge it had been fractured. The pain was
ing to see them dance, and form a reaLf
intense,
and
finally
Tymon’s
employfrom which he had sprung when he
ly humane method of catching them, j
was seized and pulled up by an attend- ers sent him to the hospital,where he
to reach the rock
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REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
furnn

are

genuine Electric TnMS will cure
any case of Rapture that is at all

w.c: WALSH,
ja

tion and strengtheningof those parts.
No detention, from business or work. To
those who are Ruptured, it will pay to
investigate our xnode of treatment

buy a lot w«

bargain.
-«r

Durable. Com-

fortable and Effective method. A
mild, continuous current of Galvanic
Electricity is applied directlyto the
seat of the Rupture causing a contrac-

bocmt. smb,

imbed id ftnu.

tion. Call at our office. No charge for
consultation. Out “Treatise on
Itupture” Is free.

We

have been betore
Fnblic
before tne
the Public

many

was examined by the physicians in
charge. To their surprise they dis-

A {Jaiier Regulation.

“The very thought of such a feat
A novel rule regulating the riding of)
makes me giddy. There is not the least covered that instead of being broken bicycles on the sidewalks has been dethe bone of the forearm was bent so as vised by the board of selectmen of tho
doubt of the truth of the story."
to form almost a circle, and was firm in town of Stonington,Conn. No ona
CORNS AS WEATHER PROPHETS. that position. It was something that will be allowed to ride a wheel on the
the physicians had not met with be- sidewalk between the hours of six p.
Bald to Ha Infallible bj a Man Who Vtca
fore. It is supposed that the bone had m. and six a. m., but during the day all
Them.
became softened in some way, either bicyclistswill be unmolested while on
“Do you know that the best weather
through constitutional weakness or a the sidewalks, provided they dismount
predictor in the world,” said a wellpeculiar diet.
when within 50 feet of any pedestrian.
known physician to a Philadelphia
Thus if a rider prefers to use the sideRecord reporter, “is a well-developed
Dancing by Telephone.
hard corn on any of the principaltpea?
A story comes from Vienna of danc- walks during the day he must not forI have one on the third toe of my right ing by telephone.The ffiall took get that when he sights a pedestrian it
foot that Informs me of a coming place in the Hungarian town of Temes- is his duty to dismount and wait until
change in the weather far more relia- var, preceded by a concert, the audience the person on foot' covers the required
bly than the signal service man with listening at loud-speakingtelephones distance of 50 feet. Then he can again
his wealth of scientificinstruments. fixed against the wall rqund the room mount to .pursue his way without fear
Of course,I keep tfce torn well pared, to a military (land which was playing of 'fallinginto the hands of the com
stables.
but that doesn't make a particle of difin Arad, to oneratio selectionsgiven by
ference with the merit of it as a progartistes in the theaters at Budapest,
Female Firemen. ,
nosticator. Just . about twenty-four and to popular songs which were being
In Wasso, Sweden,' there is a fem-j
hoars before a change in the weather given in Szegedin. Then the room was inine branch of the fire departments
the corn begins its predictions, by a cleared, and hundreds of young people Their duties consist in filling four great;
sharp pain that I can only liken to a
danced for hours to music played in tubs which constitute the water supply;
red-hot needle being thrust into the
all these towns.
in case of fire. They stand in two conjoint of the toe. The pain is tnteraittinuous lines from the tubs to the lake,
"Out
on
a
Swing.”
tent, and for this I am thankful, for If
“When you hear one railroad man about three blocks away, one lihe passIt should pain without, pause it would
ing the full buckets and the others
drive me daft. I can assign no cause remark of another: ‘He’s ont on hia
sending them back. Whenever the fire
swing,’
don’t
think
he’s
swaying
to
for the ph?nomenon, nor haVe I ever
to come
been able to get a reason from the hun- and fro under a tree in the park," said alarm sounds they are
out,
no
matter
what
the
dreds of doctors I know, many of whom a railroader to a Philadelphia Bulletin
are afflictedthe same as myself. A reporter. ' “You can rest assured that be, the daughterof the he
great many of my patients are possessed he is attending to his duties. A swing the serving maid, and

.
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and treatise Upon Rupture.
many of them have come to me for re- in the morning and finish np late at cold. If the men are
THE OWEN ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
lief. Bnt the only relief I can suggest night In the middle of the day they only carry the water, but
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Read Some of the Bargains:
SUITS.

OVERCOATS.

Men’s

1A AA

Men’s beaver and chinchillaOvercoats. Kegtilar Price $20.00, goingat ............... 1
Men’s
go

Overcoat. Regular

Price $16.00,

i.wW

will 11

TA

at ..................................
sold everywhere
......................

Men’s Overcoats, which
for $7.00, going

at

are

r

AA

A AA

Men’s Overcoats, never sold at less than #6. 00,
goingat ................................*#WW
All Boy’s and Childern’s Overcoats are marked

down

E
B
E
E

Our

Price

all

Worsted Suits. Regular Price $16. 00

atx.

Knee Pants during

this eight

AA

l6i.WW

Men’s Good Durable Suits. Regular $6.00,
going
Children’s Suits. Regular Price $1.50

1A
/I

will ^

day sale will

AA

TT.WW

QQ

go 20C

in
All other suits in Proportion.

proportion.

The largest stock of Hat and Caps in the city will go at 50 per cent off. We have 300 pairs of Mit
tens, which
cn we will sell 25c on the dollar cheaper than any other place in the city. Best fleece-lined
Underwear in the city for 50c a garment. 50c buys a first-class laundried White Shirt at our sale.
Un-laundried shirts marked way down to 38c, Our extensive line of Neckties at 30 per cent off. Buy
your Cuffs and Collars

at
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The offlotalsof the C. & W. M. ate
Ion over
miklOK their annual insi

w

the line o' the road.

fl flood

how

manu People are woiderlng

It Is

Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Walt of Old

Mk-

slou, are visllingtheir mother, Mrs. P.

that-

j.

WISE

Pfanstlebl.

Junes Huntley spent a part of the
week

in

South Chicago, where he has
investments in real es-

Next

made some

Does such an extensive business

tate.

without advertising-

Your Wife

to

Alfred Huntley has contractedwith
Skinner & Steenman of Howard City,
to build an electric light plant in their

furniture plant.

He explains the secret by saying that he does

Your Undershirt

The Ladies’ Singing Club will give
musical entertainment in the near
future. Further pirticula.s may be
looked for next week.

not need to advertise, as the quality of his goods

a

and his prices speak for themselves.

your nearest and
Mrarmest friend.

Is

By reason of the Y. M. C. A. union
menting in the Third Ref church
Sunday evening, there will be no
Hope church.

ser-

Senator O. A. Wheeler of Manistee vices held In

PrirpsFor First-Class Witdi Repairing

a candidatefor the Republican nomination of governor.

is

Aaron B. Turner of Grand Rapids,
was in the city this week. After hous
The Walsh- Do Roo Milling Co. have iog his launch at Ottawa Beach, he
adorned their Standard mill with a spent a few days In hunting ducks.
new flag-staff.
Mr. Lovell,the Waneinaker agent
The new carriage and bending works for Holland and vicinity, invites all
has been connected with the Holland those that are looking for bargains in
the line of clothing to come and examAnd all other re- telephoneexchange.
pairing at equal
ine his samples and prices. His place
Piof. and Mrs. J. W. Beardslee enlow prices. Best
of business Is in Squire Fairbanks’ oftertained some of their friends at sup'
material used.
fice, on River street.
per, Thursday evening.

C'oanlDR ........ tl 0)
Mainsprings... 100
HoleJownls ...... 1 00
Cap Jewels ...... 10
Holler ...... Sccto 1.00
I'Wottog .........100
H'a'tB ..... 1 5010’ ‘>50
(il&KB,hands each 10c

It

may to-morrow or

a

week lienee when your thin Underwear must give way to
when you put on something warm. We sell a

heavier weight— no shivering, no freezing

»

good and

sightly lot of

Underwear at 35c
Tnat retails most everywhere for more money.

Toe tool chest of carpenter B. HuiThe board of educationhas authorizinga, who is at work on Prof. Mczed its committee on schools to procure
Lean’s new house on Maple street, was
Gleason
Co. in some suitable place and building forcibly broken into Tnurslay night.
additional room to seat liio pupils.
The cover was badly smashed, hut no
Prof. P. A. Latta has opened a law tools are missing.
ADDITIONAL LOCALS.
ofllce in the rooms over Rinck & Co’s
List of advertised letters for the
furniture store. Mr. Latta has for
ContractorRiksen has commenced
week ending Nov. 15th at the Holland
years been a member of the bar in Algraveling Frst avenue.
legan county, having been admitted to postoffice Mrs. B. Cox, Mrs. Gorge
Deboo, J. Me Garry, Mrs. Anna
The Chicago Tribune and Inter- practice under Judge Littlejohn.
Petteason,
J. L. Woodard.
Ocean are now delivered tosubscribers
The congregation of Grace Episc.
Yours Res’p.

WE

&

SELL THE

BEST"-"

45c, 50c, 75c and $1.00 Underwear
THAT CAN

BE PUT UP FOR THE PRICE.

Our 19c Underwear and 38c Overshirts are such well known bargains
that we hardly need to mention them.

in that city for one cent.

church, at a recent mee 1 g, d :cl e 1 to
Cor. De Keyzer, P. M.
Commencing with Monday, Nov. 18, call a rector. There is some talk of
The C. & VV. M. depot at Zeeland
all Chicago dailies will be furnished Rsv. M. C. Van Antwerp, D. D., of
was
burned at 2:30 o’clock, Friday
by Marine Van Putten at the rate of New Jersey, formerly of Marshal.
morning.
There is no question but
ten cents a week. Extra papers two Mich.
what
the
lire
is an incendiary one. The
cents, and Sunday editions live cents.
The pole-i ulsing at the West Mic! i building Is a total loss. Freight to the
M. T. Ryan has sold the Allegan gan furniture factory Tuesday after- |Vjlue ofj100 wa8aljo de8t"yedi be.
Democrat to C. W. Kellogg, who for ternoon was an enthusiasticaffair. 8jdes a 8Ilial, luvoica of furniture befour years has been connected with
With a strong pull and a pull alto- longing to the Zeeland Furniture Co.
the Allegan Joanmf. Mr. Ryan will getherby the employes, its majestic
r
move to Grand Rapids.
proportions weresoon exposed in their i *)r' H-Kremers carries his rightarm
full height. This flag-staffis indeed i'1 a sling, the result of an accident,
The Bay View Reading Circle will
Wednesday morning. In arrangeing
meet in the W. C. T. U. rooms Friday' an ornament to the city.
a picture on the wall, at home, he
Nov. 22. at3:00 r. m. Program: '‘Kings
Under the auspicesof the Ladies stood on a revolving chain which sudof the House of Plantagenet;” reAid Societly of Hope church a supper denly gave way. throwing him to the
sponse to roll call, and current events. and social will be given on Tuesday
floor. The right shoulder was sprained
1

Suits and Overcoats
V.AT ASTONISHING LOW

PRICES!

^

i j

A special milinery sale— something
which is but rarely heard of— will be
held in this city on Tuesday and Wednesday of next week at Werkman Sisters. Due preparationis made for the
expected rush. For further particu
lars, see new adv.

—

-

The

STEW-GOLDW
CLO.

CO.

ONE PRICE STRICTLY.

evening, Nov. 19, in the parlorsof the and it caused the doctor a good deal
Y. W. C. A. The proceeds of the even- of pain.

devoted to the enlargeIf the question were asked how we
ment of the chapel and prayer- meet- accounted for the immense trade at
ing rooms of the church,
the new dry goods store of John VanJake Van Ry returned from Chica- dersluis we would say it is because he
Messrs. C. Bio m, Sr. and Jr., have]
go Thursday morning, a very sick sells good goods at reasonable prices,
boughtof
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fliemuo
man. His right side is paralyzedand and also that he understands the dry
the
vacent
lot north of the Qrondioct
most of the time he is in a comatous goods business from A to Z, and gives
office.
It
has
a frontage of 76 feet on
condition. He is at the home of ids it his ‘personal attentention. Read
River
street,
and
will soon he utili-l
father, Capt. B. Van Ry, and under his announcementin this issue.
zed
in
addding
another
labor giving
the medhal charge of Dr. G. Baker.
The Misses Werkman were the rcci establishmerit to the citv.
Contractor Smith of Grand Rapid p ents this week of a fine picture of
The sudden death of Edward 3%
is here with his out tit of moving ti ols
their brother Reindert E., representto take the old smoke stack and boil- log him as the central figure in agroup Harrington,eldest son of ex-Mayor
ersof the West Michigan furniture of Indians, one of whom is in tne act and Mrs. E. J. Harrington,on Thursfactory and the old engine of the C. o’ aiming an arrow at bis head. The day afternoon, at the home of his par& B. tannery and move them to the picture is of mammoth size, drawn in ents in this city, was a startling annew carriage and bending works. He India ink, and the likeness is a very nouncement to this community
has also the contract moving the ma- good one. It is on exhibitionat the few days ago a telegram was received
by his father announcing that Ed.
chinery of the late Wolverine Elec- millinery store of Werkman Sisters’.
was seriously ill, at West Pullman,
tric Light Co. to the new station.
The National Protective League, a III, where he had very recently locatThere has been ou trial in the U. S. beneficiary order, have establisheda ed and gone in the hotel business,
court this week the case of Frank II. lodge in this city. Under the auspices having moved there from Green Bay,
Devendorf,of Dclaven, Wls., against of Mr. C. A. Rice, the organisingdep- Wis. His father not being able to go
the C. & W. M. railway company. The uty, the following were elected the himself, he arranged with his brother
plaintiff was a passengeron the train first officers o' the lodge: P. P., C. F. Mr. Millard Harrington,to proceed-to
that derailed at Zeeland by reason of Stilman: W. P., W. E. Russell; V. P., Pullman and do what was best under
a defective switch, in November, 1893. (J. N. Brott; treas., D. Den Bleyker; the circumstances. The latter brought
He was thrown from his seat and re- corr. sec., W. Pullman; med. examiner, Ed. home with him, arriving here on
ceived injuries,which, it is claimed, Dr. S. A. Johnson; trustees, Chas. F. the late train Wednesday evening.
affected his brain and spine and Stilman and W. E. Russell.
Ed. was still strong enough to walk
caused general permanent disability.
alone, and even on Thursday forenoon
He brought suit against the railroad At the meeting of the board of Edu- he was able to be out. In the afterfor damages. In the course of the cation Monday evening, Mr. T. Keppel noon he was attacked by a choking
trial the company proved a careful in- sent in his resignation as a member. spell, which proved fatal, and towards
spection of the track and switches Ill-health has compelled Mr. /K. to evening he breathed his last. His
both t>y the roadmasterand section take this step. The board in acting wife was not present, she being in
men up to the afternoon of the acci- upon the communication expressed its Pullman, also suffering from an affecdent, and claimed as a matter of law regrets in loosing Mr. Keppel from tion of the throat. The funeral will
that it had done its full duty. The their number, and added a due appre- be held at the house, on Saturday afing will be

;

Miss

Turkey walked into Kanters

other day, and told
of course— that
if she must die for Thanksgiving she
wanted the funeral meat cooked on a
Majestic Range. It suited her taste
Bros.’ store the

them—

in confidence,

exactly, she said.

The Daughters of Rebecca vyi'.l give
an oyster supper and dance at Odd
Fellows Hall, Tuesday evening Nov.
19. Tickets are 26 cts., and the proceeds of the evening will lie donated
to the fund of the Odd Fellow Orphan
Home. The invitation to attend is
extended to all.
Dr. S. A Johnson, who lately moved

with his family to this city, from Cadillac, has establishedhis ofllce over
the dry goods store of John Vandersluls. Those desiring to consult him
at his home, are directed to the new
residence built by J. Hook, on west
Twelfth^treet,and lately purchased
by the doctor.

'

1

1

'

,

The funeral of Mrs. D. Bertsch took
ou Sunday afternoon. Rev. C. A. Jacokes,
a former pastor of the deceased,officiated and spoke Impressivelybefore a
large audience, composed of those
who had known Mrs. Bertsch so well
while a resident of this city during a
period of thirty years. The remains
arrived in this citv on Friday, from
ciation of his long years of faithfulserEscondido,Cal, her late home, in jury were out over 24 hours and unvice in behalf of the Public Schools of
charge of her son Lieut. Will Bertsch, able to arrive at an agreement.
this place.
and were conveyed to the home of Mr.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Thursday evening an unknown parand Mrs. E. Herold. Owing to the
Society,of Grand Rapids District,
ty entered the barn of Hendrik Timgreat distance the bereaved husband
held their annual meeting in the M.
me rman, Fillmore, and drove off with
and the two sons Charles and Freddie,
E. church of this city on Tuesday and
a horse and buggy. The following
were not here to attend the last obseWednesday of this week. There were
morning the horse was found at Apquies. They are expected to return
37 delegates present. One of the Inpeldoorn’s place, and the buggy at
to this city in the early part of the
teresting features of the meetings was
spring.
Marsilje’screek, south of the city. Mr.
the address of Mrs. J. C. Floyd to the
Timmerman came to town as soon as
A conferencefor the discussionof children, which greatly pleased them.
be notice! the theft, and reported it
matters pertaining to the improve- She spoke also on the evening of
to Dep. Sheriff Van Ry, who at once
ment of the Are department of this Tuesday and her remarks were apprenotifiedthe authorities of neighbour g
city was held in the office of city at- ciated by all. The officers elected for
places.
torney Kollen the other evening, at the ensuing year are: President,Mrs.
which there were present the mem- Felker, Grand Rapids; vice president,
Success.comesto those who hustle,
bers of the committeeson public Mrs. Jacokes, Holland; rec. secy, Mrs. while others Wait. This little saying
buildings and Are department, the Otis; Grand Rapids; corr. secy, Mrs. is nicely illustratedby the successful
chief and asst, chief, and the foremen Parsons, Grand’ Rapids; treasurer, and ever growing dry goods business
of the two hose companies.After a Mrs. Daniel Striker, Hastings. Rev. of C. L. Streng & Son. Lhst week the
thorough review of the situation it Mr? Cogshal give the closing 'address afternoon crowds have been so- large
was agreed to recoipmend to the com- on Wednesdayevening to a large au- that only half the people were able to
mon eounciltbat the engine house in dience. The meeting adjourned to get waited upon. While the firm are
the First ward be so changed as to ad- meet in one year with the Central M. doing their best to take care of the
mit of the stabling of horses and that E. church, Muskegon. After singing trade, having four very efficient salesa team he engaged to be stalled there “God he with you,” Rev. N. L. Brock- ladies— Miss Ver Schure, Miss Honduring the night . for service when way pronounced the benediction. The ing, Miss Ten Houten and Miss De
needed; also to purchase a set of meetings were enthusiastic,and the Vries— yet it is impossible to take care
swinging harnesses, two indicators, ladies who entertained are pleased of all the afternoon- trade. Hence
and a wagon to carry hose pnd other with the success of this first gather- they offer a special reduction of five
Are apparatus.
ing. of the society in Holland.
per cent to morning purchasers.
place from the M. E. church

i

-•

ternoon at one o’clock.

i
A name already known throughout Ottawa and Allegan County as the man who does just what he advertises.
1 hat is the case with our
Ladies all wool Ribbed Black hose (worth 30c).. 1 6c pair
Gents Heavy Camels Hair Shirts .............. 29c each
Ladies Heavy Camels Hair Vests and Pants. . .34c each
Boys Heavy Mittens ...........................1 Oc pair
Gents Heavy Mittens ......................... 15c pair
See the beautiful New Dress Goods for ........... 1 6c yd

CORSETS AND KID GLOVES.
Among

others

we handle the

following celebrated

makes.

CORSETS.
U. G.,

W.

B.,

Model Form, W.

C. C.,

Dr.

Schillings

and Detroit Corset Waist.

KIDGLOVES.

1

We pride ourselves that we have 2of the best makes
Kid Gloves on the Markets to-dav, we know this by
having personally sold these gloves for 10 years.
Josepliene in Buttoned or Hooked ........... $1 .OO pair
La Rome Buttoned, colors or Blk ............ $1 .50 pair
in

The

Y. Nl. C. A.

The attendance at the reading room
about forty every day.
Daily and weekly papers are always
on hand. All men arc cordially invited to spend a pleasant hour here.
is at present

The evening classes are

a

All gloves fitted and warranted for wear.

success.

Thirty-six are enrolled, and there are

more boys who intend to come.

Holland,

conducts the class in
History, and knows how to make

Mich

Prof. Latta

U.

S.

it interesting.

Strangers from other cities frequently visit the rooms and compliment the Holland boys on such splendid quarters.

N. B. Another new stock of Dress Goods received
during the past week. In Black Dress Goods we lead
them a)l. •
A.

The meeting on Sunday afternoon
was attended by eighty- two. The
room will hold 200. a
The lecture of Rev. Geo. R. Wendling will not soon be forgotten bv the
people of Holland. The Y. M. C. A.

Horse Clippiu*.
For Pin Worms, Eczemi, Hives, .in
this fact, any of the various torturing,itIf you want that coat of hair taken
chy diseases of the skin, Doan’s Oinnature during the winter.
is an instant and ' positive remedy. from your Lorse get It, done now and
A union service of the city and" col- Get it from yoiir dealer, y
he will have a nice growth by Nef-j
Years.
lege Y. M. C. A.’s will he held on Sunwill furnish

somethingmore of

day evening at the Third Ref. church.

A Fine Assortment of Diamonds at We will clip him to your satisl
tion, price right.
Addresses will be delivered by Revs. very low prices, at
Jewelry ^tore:
H. G. Birchby and G. II. Dubbink.
0. A.
A,. .Stevenson’s
Sr
J. H. Nhjbelink & Son Live

.

l

Edwin Benin and his wife were killed
by the oiu h near Green Bay. Wis.
The Chicago Tribune, inter Ocean
BROS., Publishers. and Times-Herald reduced their price
to one cent.
Holland, Mich
The boiler of a railway engine exploded near Warwick, N. Y., killing
Engineer Cooper, ConductorO’Neil
and the head brukemun.
T. J. Majors & Co., cotton dealers in
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
New Orleans, failed for $50,000.
United States marshals arrived at
.1
DOMESTIC.
Huntington,W. Va., from the interior
Thirty thousand counterfeit United of the state with over 100 prisoners, who
States stamps and the plates crum were charged with nioonshiningand
which they were printed werecapt ued illicitretailingof liquors.
in Chicago by secret service oflicials.
Lewis Jefferson, a negro who atThe furniture factory of the Wood- tempted a criminal assault on a little
Eon-Johnson company in West Lynch- white girl, was lynched by a mob near
burg, Va., was burned, the loss neing Argyle, Ga.

Holland City News.

MULDER

The News Condensed.

$100,000.

The Minnesota supreme court rendered a decision holding husbands responsible for slanders uttered by their
wives.
In a football game in Philadelphia between Hahnemann college and the i‘.
M. C. A. H. C. Hurloch was fatally hurt.
The Chickasaw legislature, which has
just adjourned, passed a bill barring all
intermarriedciti/eus from any property rights in the Chickasaw nation

whatever.

The

lieadviile(Col.) savings and deposit bank closed its doors, owing to a
scarcity of ready monev.
John Altmarsh, an engineer, and Andrew Unrnick, a fireman, were killed by
a collisionbetween dummy engines in
the blast furnaces at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Further reports from the explosion
in the Journal building iu Detroit says
that 35 bodies had been recovered and
that several more were missing.

ol

George il. buoujuu,
tieiu,v,
N. Y., died suddenly of heart dlnennc.
Kills
He was the richest iron man in northSuddenly but never without warning sympern New York, being worth $10,000,000.
toms, such os Faint, Weak or Hungry Spells,
Complete returns from every county Irregular or IntermittentPulse, Fluttering
in Pennsylvania show a total vote of or Palpitation of the Heart, Choking Sensa738.660 for the republicanand demo- tions, Shortness of Breath, Swelling of Feet
cratic candidatesfor state treasurer, and Ankles, etc.
Haywood (rep.) having a plurality of

Heart Disease
;

184.102.

A Chance

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure,

James C. Matthews

the Corbett-Fitzsimmousmatch, gave
Turkish affairswere so serious that
Corbett a check iu New York for $2,3 10, Kiamil Pasha, the prime minister, rethe forfeit of the Florida Athletic ciub. signed.

get

to

Rolls
of
Wallpaper,*

A Hat Cheap.

Dr. Robert Batty, one of the most
eminent physicians of America, died at
his home in Borne, Ga.
Complete returns from every county

in Iowa give Drake republican candidate
First Assistant Postmaster-Generalfor governor60,399 pluralityover Babb
Jones in his annual report recommeiJfts democraticcandidate.
Hon. Albert G. Watkins, who served
an appropriation of $17,000,000to cover
compensation of postmastersfor the four terms iu congress from Tennessee
next fiscal year and $10,500,000 for clerk just prior to the war, died at his resihire ot first and second-class post offices. dence at Moorsburg, Teun., aged 90
The steamers B. S. Bheu, Sidney Dil- years.
The aged pair of twins, Robert and
lon and Scotia were burned at HiverJohn McCord, of Vincennes,Ind., was
side, 0.
The constitutional conventionat Co- broken by the death of the latter brothlumbia, S. C„ passed a provision making er at the age of 85 years.
The official vote at the recent elect ion
an officerineligible for further office
in
New York was: Palmer (rep.) for
who is a party to a lynching.
An important exposition of the de- secretary of state, 600,980; King (dem.),
503,811;Palmer’s plurality, 97,169.
fenseless condition of the coasts of the
The Kentucky legislaturehason joint
United States was made by Gen. Miles,
commandingthe army, in his annual re- ballot 6S republicans, 68 democrats and
two populists.
port to the secretary of war.
Philip J. Dwyer, the stakeholder of
FOREIGN.

20,000

for all the ladies

Cures Heart Disease.

(colored) wag
elected judge of the recorder’scourt oi
Albany, N. Y. It is the highest judicial
office ever held by a man of his race iu
this country.

We

have a ppecial sale next

An Immense stock to

week Tuesday and Wednes- from
all trimmed hats and
bonnets also on tips, half
plumes and fancy feathers.

select

at astonishing prices.

day on

These are the greatest bar- Estimates given on short
gains ever offered.
notice and all my work is
guaranteed to give
satisfaction

j
Mr. Geo. L. Smith, of the Geo. L. Smith
Mantel Co., Louisville, Ky., writes Fob. 26,
1894: "For about a year I was a terrible sufferer from heart trouble, which got so bad
I was obliged to sit up In bed to got my
breath. 1 had to abandon businessand
could hardly crawl around. My friend, Mr.
Julius C. Voght, one of our leading pharmacists, asked me to try Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure.
I had used little more than a bottle when
the pain ceased and palpitations entirely
disappeared.I have not had the slightest
trouble since, and today I am attendingto

N. Van Zanten

Sisters

Store

and Shop on River Street.

The club said that Corbett did all in his
The live vegetarianleaders in the
power to bring off the fight and that massacre of missionaries at Hwasang,
Near fioxana, Ala., J. 11. Hayes, u Fitzsimmons did all he could to prebusiness as regularly os ever."
China, were publicly beheaded.
prominent former, shot and killed Mi- vent it.
Sold by druggists everywhere. Book on
Accounts from Krzcroum say that
chael and Henry Harper, brothers and
A boy named Perkins, aged 16, and hii the condition of the Asiatic provinces Heart and Nerves sent free. Address Dr.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind.
tenants on his plantation,in a dispute sister, aged 14, were found murdered in
was deplorableand that a veritable
over rent
the woods near Eldorado, Ark.
Ur.
lies’ Remedies Restore Health.
reign of terror prevailed.
The money-order department of the
The American hark William Hales, of
It was reported that Russia did not
Sold by all druggists.
Chicago post office broke all records for Philadelphia, sank at sea and five of the
intend to await the tardy action of the
We aim to keep up with the times in all modern impayments in one day. the amount being crew were drowned
Turkish powers, but if the disorders
provements
*
more than $105,000.
Two Mormon preachers were gifen a continued in Armenia would in a few
The Bank of North America,a state ride on a rail at Ashland, Ky., for preachdays march her troops into that counbank with a capital of $250,000, closed ing Mormonism.
try without the consent of the powers
its doors at New Orleans.
Two Indians and a squaw were killed and take possession.
The state census compilation shows by unknown persons near the head of
It was announced that the Spanish
And endeavor to perform all opperations painlessly as
that New Jersey’s population is 1,672,Lost canyon in Colorado.
government would try to ascertain if
942, an increase in five years of 228,009.
possible. Natural teeth preserved by filling with Gold and
Several clothing manufacturers in the insurgent leaders in Cuba would
The ninth annual convention of Chris- Chicago suffered n loss of $140,090 by
Plastics. Artificial
accept modified home rule as the price
tian workers in the United States and
fire.
of laying down their arms.
Canada begun at New Haven, Conn.
Dale & Davis, manufacturing potters
Leaders of the monarchy party iu
At the national convention in Ober- at Trenton, N. J., failed for $100,000.
Rio de Janeiro declared that the reInserted on metal and rubber base. Crown and Bridge
lin, O., of the nonpartisanW. C. T. U.
The annual report of the Chicka- public could not last more than six
work and
Mrs. Cornelia Alford, of Mississippi, mauga and Chattanooga National Park months.
was chosen president#
Hill’s cold storage w arehouse in Moncommissionshows that 42 miles of roads
The 33d congress of the Society for have been constructedand the park treal, Canada, was burned, the loss beDEALER IN
the Advancementof Women met in now includes 5,568 acres, upon which ing $100,000.
New Orleans, Mrs. Julia YYuid Howe $27,820 has been expended. TwentyIt was admitted in official circlesat
Fresh, Salt and Smoked MeaU.
presiding.
three monuments and markers have Havana that the insurgentshad made
Fresh Lard always on hand.
The long drought in the Kankakee been placed and 118 foundationspre- suet progress in the differentprovinces
Fish and Game in season.
(Ind.) region was broken by rain, the
and that they had received such a quanpared for state monuments.
We
kindly solicity a share of
first which had fallen for 60 days, and
Two masked bandits held up the agent tity of arms, ammunition and dynamite
our former customers patronage.
the marsh fires were extinguished.
that affairsmight be* said to be reachand robbed the Wells-Fargo express ofThe total loss by these fires was $150,ing a crisis.
MarVe* on South River St.
fice ut Colorado Springs, Col., of $20,000.
©00.
Eleven Kurds charged with the murLargest and best equiped dental office in western Michigan.
In
South
Carolina’s
constitutional
Adam Kunkle, a wealthy fanner near
der of Frank G. Lenz, of Pittsburgh,
convention a clause was adopted providKilleraburg, O., was swindled out of
Piles! Piles!
Pa., who started around the world on a
S3,
by a couple of men with a gold ing that any county in which a lynching bicycle and disappeared in Armenia, Dr. WUIlams' Indian FI .6 Ointment will cure
occurs or where a prisoner suffersbodblind, bleeding,ulcerated and itching pllei. It
brick.
were arrested.
the tumera, allay* the Itchingat once,
Samuel Kent and John Polkhinhorn, ily injury shall be liable to damages of
In the district of St Elizab^th^Ja-adaorba
Office hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
Other
ts aa a poultice, gives inatant relief. Dr. Wllnot
less than $1,000.
both married, were blown to death by
macia, 6,000 persons were in a starving
’* Indian Pile OintmentI* prepared only for
The
visible supply of grain in the
hours
by
appointment.
and Itching on the private pari a, and nothfin explosion in a mine near Calumet,
condition because of the failure of the
else. Ev«y box i* guaranteed. Sold by
United States on the 11th was: Wheat,
crops.
Mich.
Telephone No. 33.
ts *ent by mall, for 11.00 per box. WUM, 937, 000; bushels; corn, 4,627,000 bushMTg Co., Propr’a. Cleveland, O.
The exchanges at the leading clearThe English mission near Jerusalem
ild on a guarantee by J. O. Doeeburg,HoiJtg houses in the United States during els; oats, 5,289,000 bushels; rye, 1,160,- was attacked by a riotous mob. The
000 bushels; barley, 3,840,000 bushels.
missionaries escaped, but some of tba,
the week ended on the 8th aggregated
A Michigan
+ + +
-The November returns to the depart- servants of the mission were killed.
11,121,504,737, against $1,082,880,957 the
ment
of
agriculture
make
the
corn
crop
previous week. The increase, comSeven men were killed by an explo-

Gentral Dental Parlors.
50 Eighth

Street.

in

‘

DENTISTRY

ligtf

^F TEBTH^El

BERT DOK,

•

Gillespie the Dentist.

000

m.

•>

Company

THE'

pared with the correspondipgweek in the largest on record.
sion of fire damp in the Winning colA fire in B. Uhrig & Son’s coal yards liery at Blackwell, England.
1891, was 18.2.
The shoe factory of the Bentley Shoe in Milwaukee caused a loss of $150,000.
The British ship Highland Home
The president issued a proclamation with a crew of 17 men wac lost during a
company at Casinovia,
was closed
PHYSICIANAND BLRGEON,
by creditors with liabilitiesof $100, 00t. suspending the prohibition of inspec- storm off Milford, England.
Office Eighth St., over P. O.
In a railway wreck near Cincinnati tion of neat cattle from Norway, SweLATER.
Eugene Kelley lost his life and 150 head den, Holland,Great Britain,Ireland,
MICH
the channel islands and the countries
John B. Drake, one of Chicago’s oldcf cattle and 20 hogs were killed.
The Birmingham and Gate City roll- of North, Central and South America, est and most prominent citizens and
known nil over the country as the proing mills at Birmingham, Ala., were including Mexico.
The United States supreme court de- prietor of the famous old Grand Pacific
closed, throwing 2,000 men out of emcided officially that beans are vege- hotel, died at the age of 71 years.
ployment.
William Hawkins shot his wife and tables.
The official vote of Pennsylvaniain
The 11th and greatest of New York’s the recent election gives Hayward
then himself at Cauastota, N. Y. Famhorse shows opened at the Madison (rep.) for state treasurer a pluralityof
ily trouble wus the cause.
Susan Parker, 5H years, old, the Square garden in that city.
174,264.
We have assumed the Bottling BusSecretaryHerbert ordered the San
mother of two children, and Jerome
The plant of the York (Pa.) Wall iness heretofore carried on by C. Blom,
Francisco
to
Alexandrctta
to
protect
Zimmerman. 51 years old, the father
Paper company was destroyedby fire,
Sr., and are prepared to furnish ToleAmerican life and interestsin Turkey.
of seven children, eloped from Logau-

D. C.

N.

COOK, M.D.,

HOLLAND.

Toledo

M.

The 25th international assembly of
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
the Knights of Labor met in WashingLatest returns from the elections

There were 280 business failures in
the United States in the seven days
held on the 5th show that the republicended on the 8th. against 299 the week
ans carried New York by 90,000 pluraliprevious and 201 in the corresponding
ty (the city of New York going demotime of 1894.
cratic); Massachusettsreelected Gov.
A man known only as Mr. Bntisch and
Greenhalge (rep.) by 05,000 plurality;
Ids wife were found dead in bed in New
New Jersey gave J. W. Griggs (rep.),
York. The gas jet in the room was for governor,25,000 plurality; Pennturned on full.
sylvania gave the republicans151,000
After making nine attempts within
plurality; Ohio elected Asa 8. Busbn week to destroy the Speed home for
nell (rep.) governor by 90,000 plurality;
infants in Clevelandthe incendiaries
F! M. Drake (rep.) was elected governor
were at last successful.
of Iowa by 70,000 plurality; Maryland
Sentence in the case of Theodore Durgave Lloyd Landes (rep.), for governor,
rant .convictedin San Francisco of mur15.000 plurality, and elected a repubdering Blanche Lament, was deferred
lican legislature; W. O. Bradley (rep.)
until November 22.
was elected governor of Kentucky by
Thirty-sevenbodies in all were re- 12.000 plurality; Nebraska elected the
covered from the wrecked Journal
republican supreme judge and Kansas
building in Detroit.
The presentation of a large silver loving cup, given by the actors and actresses of America to the veteran actor,
Joseph Jefferson, took place in New

1o Bottled Beer:
1

2 Quart bottles

......

SI .00

\

BANKERS

Organized by

100

Michigan Bankers.

Insurance at cost upon the

LIFE

’-

the loss being $150,000.

town. Pa., but were arrested.

PREFERRED

“Gnarantoe

tatte

System Plan.”

AMRAACE

The

COMPACT

Reference Holland City State Bank,
Holland, Mich.

Perfection of Natural Insurance.

Ira E. Randall, Sec’y.

of LANSING. MICH.

A. O. Dement, Pres.

reliable Female PILL
ever cllered to Ladies,
especially rccommend___________
_____ - ____ Bcdto married Ladies.
for
PENNTP.OTAL PILLS and take no other.
13*'" Send for circular.fc»rice $1,00 per box. (1 boxes for $5 90,

___
DE-

OOm -

Dli. MOTT’fc*. CflLlMMJAl*

ton.

Cleveland, Ohio.

1 2 Pint Bottles ......... 50
For Sale by .1.0. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines,
bicycle record
Trusses, Shoulder Br«.ces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Fine Cigars
was broken at Louisvilleby Otto Z*MgOrders may he left with C. Blom, Sr. and choice lot of Perfumeries.
ler. who made the distance in 1:53 2-5.
ind will be promptly tilled.
The corner stone of the pedestal for
BLOM & NICHOLS.
the William Henry Harrison statue was

The one-mileworld’s

laid in Cincinnati.

The Tombs police court, which for 70
odd years has been held at the corner
of Franklin and Center strets, New
Y’ork, was permanentlyclosed.
Miss Pauline Payne Whitney, daughter of William C. Whitney, former secretary of the navy, was wedded in New
York to Almeric Hugh Paget, a young
son of the late Gen. Lord Alfred Paget,
of England.
The residence in Detroit of ex-Senator
Thomas .«. Palmer, president of the
world’s fair commission, was burned,
and valuable works of art and bric-abrac collected from all over the world
were destroyed.
Two hundred Armenians, disguised
ns Circassians,attacked and plundered
the Mussulman villages of Zeitoun.Bcli
and Narl, killing a number of the inhab-

Holland,

Mich.

7 Iv

FtinsrcK: &>

Attend the tlrand Rapids

FURNITURE!^

co.
—

Business college,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Curtains and Fix-

Shorthand,Typewriting and Practical
Training School,

tures, Assorted Matting, Feathers, Picture

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

the republican chief justice;Utah qualAnd prepare yourselfto fill more reified for statehood and gave H. M.
iponslble and better paying positions.
Wells (rep.), for governor, 2,000 pluralSend for Catalogue.
ity and elected a republican legislature;
A. S. Parish,
and Mississippi gave A. J. McLaren
72 Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.
York.
(dem.), for governor, 50,000 plurality.
After a five-weeks’ journey with a
The republicans gain, as a result of the
horse and wagon C. H. Blair and wife,
election, five members of the United
of Iowa City, IaM arrived in Macon, Ga.,
States senate— one in Maryland,one in
A distance of 1,100 miles.
Ohio, one iu Kentucky and two in itants.
An amendment to the civil service Utah.
At St. Joseph, Mo., James Pollard,a
rules was approved by the president
Further returns from the recent elec- young farmer, was sentenced to be
tvhereby all employes of postoffices contions gives the republicans pluralities hanged for shooting to death Joseph
solidated with free delivery offices are as follows; New York, 91,787; New Irwin July 30 last.
brought into the classified service.
C. M. Loring, a MinneapolisspecuJersey, 27,000; Pennsylvania,174,442;
Edward Day and his wife were killed Massachusetts,68,000; Ohio, 95,348; lator, failed for $370,000. Two years
In a runaway at Janesville,Wia.| leav- Iowa, 64,163; Maryland, 19,113; Ken- ago he was worth $800,000.
ing seven children orphans.
Bj the burning of a school building
tucky, 17,000; Kansas, 50,000; Ne' William Newman,
prominent braska, 10,000; Utah, 2,400. The dem- at Granada, West Indies, the teacher
farmer, was hanged at Clinton, Ark., ocrats have a plurality of 50,000 in Mis- one 31 children were cremated.
for the murder of his wife on August 18 sissippi, and 10,000 in Virginia.
The Lawrence Beach hotel, one of the
lost. He d led protesting his innocence.
Bear Admiral Robert W.Shufeldt(re- largest summer hostelries on Long

Frames and Mouldings, Mattresses,Mirrors,

Baby Cariages, Lamps, Screens, Carpet

Address:

Sweepers, Easels, Drapings,

etc., etc.

Elegant Assortment of Chairs.

FOR

CURES SCROFULA,
BLOOD POISON.

a

Cane, Willow and Upholstered!
Our stock is new and complete. Our prices are the
lowest. Our goods are guaranteed.

THE

A Chicago, Burlington & Quincy paspenger train went from Galesburg, HI.,
to Mendota,80 miles,'in 60 minutes.
The Housesmiths’ and Bridgeraen’s
union in New York, numbering 20,000
men. decided to strike for higher wages.
The Farmers’ and Merchants’ hank of
IJrichsvUle,O., closed its

£

bilities of $50,000.

tired) died at his home in Washington. island, was burned, entailing a loss ol
He had a most notable record, having $200,000.
opened Uortn to the world by treaty,
The bureau of statisticsin its statesurveyed the Tchnun tepee canal route, ment of domestic exports says that
and played uu important part in the during the ten months endira October
civil war.
30, 1895, the amount of exports of breadLewis Collins,aged 63, a survivor of stuffs,cotton, oils and provisions was
doors with lia- the battle of Uulaklavu, in the war of $299,812,916,which is a loss, os comthe Crimea, and a veteran in the late repared with the same period in 1894, of
bellion, died at Valparaiso, Ind.
$25,705,698.

DR. MOTT’S

cures

CANCER,

KERYEMNE

ECZEMA, TETTER.

S

_

_AXU AVTKB
I

BLOOD

TbefrrMtremedrfor nervon*

pills

prostration

and allnervonadiseasesof

swaption.
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For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines,TrusShoulderBraces, Spectacles,- Paints and Oils, Brushes, Fine Cigars and

ses,

choice lot of

Perfumeries.
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STATE NEWS.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE

A

Few

LITERARY LUNATICS.

Interesting Items Gleaned from
Different Part* of the fltate.

Index post

office, Lapeer county,

Th« Divine

has

Afflatus Conduces to
Irregularities.

Mental

Money

the kidneys; it affected me by spells,some-

times I would be in bad shape for two or
three days at a time, then again I have been

more. During spells

laid up for a week or

like that, I would have to give up work.
It was during one of these bad attacksI

heard about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and as
they were highly recommended for backache, I obtained a box at Doesburg’sdrug
store, and their action was noticeable from
the first. They have relieved me of the
pain and I have not had it since, although
this was some time ago. I would recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to all who suffer
from backache,for my experiencewith them

Arc literary men more prone to in- on

real estate security. Apply

1
G, Van Putten
Now

to the

tf

Job

ON BOTH

Grand Rapids, Nov. 11.— William T.
Lamoreaux committed suicide in the

no reasons why you
should not, If in need of help. The
only hasmless remedy that produces
Immediate results.

Lawrence Kramer.
SPECIAL LOW

RATES

ATLANTA EXPOSITfON.
Rates from Holland are as follows:
days— sold only on Nov.
5-15-25-Dec. 5 and 16. $25.70, good 20
days. $35.00, good until Jan’y 7th.
On sale every day until further
notice. Ask C. & W. M. agent about
Geo. dkIIaven, G.P.A.
$20.50. good 10

constantlyrepeating the maxim;
“Honesty is the best policy."In fact,
it appears upon his business cards and
wrapping paper, while he carriesit out
in all his business transactions. He
41-4w.
visitedWashington this week and, go—
ing to a hotel, changed his clothing.
All kinds of “Silver Novelties”at
Then he started out to view the city, C. A. Stevenson’s Jewelry Store. tf
and, it occurring to him he had not
been shaved for a week, he entered a
Probate Order.
barber shop and took a chair. One STATE OF
MICHIGAN,
cheek had been deprived of the hirsute COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
growth when it dawned upon the mer- At a session of the Probate Court for the Counchant that he had left his money in his ty of Ottuwu, holden ut the Probote Office, in

it.

tions in all parts of the United States.

----

-

|

tho City of Grand Haven. In said county, on
said, “I have just dis-

A High

turn of the troops Darby ran away
from his home at Ishpeming, and
joined his friends, the officers of the
Calumet troops. They placed him in
school temporarilyand his father,the
boy’s only survivingparent, dying a
few days ago, the Light guards have
formally adopted the waif and set aside
a fund for his maintenance and educa-

A stranger

visiting the island of Cor-

fu, writes a correspondent,

cannot but

be struck with the evidence of what the

law of said

di

ceased,and nil other persons inh

r-

ested in said estate are required to appear at a

agent for Michigan. The royal consul that of the smaller towns and of the villages is worse. The roads are neglectsays that the appointment of consular
ed, and so lull of holes that the pleasure
We have moved our Bindery agent may henceforth decide the ques- of a drive in the countiy is sadly marred
from Van der Veen Block and tions arising concerningthe estates of by the formidable jolting. As for the
Italians who may die in Michigan, and
dan now be found at
old and new forts of Corfu, which were
judges of probate are requested to inDe Mmret Printingllouse,
form Agent Lisa as to the estates of de- real strongholds when the English posaessed the land, they have been allowed
ceased Italians.
lorth River Street.
to go to ruin, so that they are now
ProspectivePeople'*UniversitySite.
Magazines, Papers, Old Books
absolutely worthlessas a means of deNiles, Nov. 13. — Thomas Mills, of Chietc.. Bound in neatand strong
fense.

Kooyers

HOLLAND, MICH.

board of su-

pervisors of Berrien county for the purchase of the old county seat grounds

and buildings for their university,and
also for lands on the St. Joseph river
one mile above Berrien Springs, for
their farm, workshops,etc. A circular
says the institutionwill begin work as
soon as 1,000 students are obtained.

COMPLETE LI!

Pioneer Hulcides.

DRUGS
Chemical?, q
Patent Medicines,
*#*} ~ Staple Drugs^and
Sundries,
Paints,
Oils

and Varnishes.

Marquette,Nov. 11.— The body of
John Schwartz, nn aged German citizen of Marquette and a pioneer of
Marquette county, was found Saturday
hanging in nn abandonedslaughter
house near the city lighting plant.
Schwartz disappeareda month ago,
and it was believed he was drowned,
as his hat was soon after found floating
in the harbor.
Guilty of Manslaughter.

Houghton, Nov. 10.— The jury in the
Murphy-Sullivan murder trial Saturguilty of manslaughter. The general
impression was that a verdict of murder
in the first degree would be returned.
Sullivan was defended by Joseph F.
Hambitzer, the deposed state treasurer,
who was recently admitted to the bar.

Stationery, Fancy Goods.
Periodicals,School
The New MunUIng Railroad.
& College Books
Munising,Nov. 10.— Ten miles of tho
a Specialty.
new railroad from bid Munising, 80

miles into Alger and Schoolcraft counties, have been completed, and trains
A FULL USE OF CHOICE CIGARS. will run early next year. Connection
will be made with the Northwestern
and South Shore roads. The syndiPnrfl'iWines and Liquors for. Hodieinal cate building the road has 200,000
PnrpflMs.tojrHi
acres of pine land.

Music and Molars.
There is a dentist in San Francisco
who is noted for his musical tastes and
his high charges. liis ordinaryfee is
$15 per hour; his extraordinaryfee is
unknown. Some time ago a lady was
in his chair, and the dentist was con\ersing with her while her mouth was
filled with rubber dams aud things.
Carried away by his enthusiasm while'
talking of a certain song, he offered to
sing it for her. Taking an inarticulate,
rubber-interceptedsound for an affirmative, he skipped lightly to the
piano, which stood in one corner of

doubtless much to his satisfaction, and,
turning to his patient, asked how she
liked it. "Very much indeed, doctor,"
came the reply in muffled tones, "but
it would have been cheaper at a concert, for here it has cost me $3.75.”

Not Rolncorporate.
Gladstone,Nov. 10.— At the special
election held here Friday the question
of reincorporating
the city under the
new general law was defeated by 31
votes. A light vote was polled.

VWMMf VlimilU.

mum

EVER SOLD FOR

10

CENTS

Do You Want A

SUFFER UNTOLD MISERIES.

BRADFIELD'S

Good

FEMALE
REGULATOR,

Second Hand

ACTS AS A SPECIFIC
Bj

1

Arousing to HealUi) ActionaO her Organs.;

It causes health to bloom, and,
’joy to reign throughout the frame.'
It

Coal Stove

Never Falls to Regulate

» "My

wife Inti been under treatment of lead-<
lira plijsIt-Tunsthree yeurs.without benefit.<
Ailcr uslnit three bottle!of UllADKIEl.irS.
. rKMAl.H IlKGULATOll !be chu do her own,
’ cookliii;,
mllklnumid wiisblna"
N. 8. HUY AN. Henderson. Ala.
,

'
,

|

Cheap?

OUADFTKI.il HKOIT.ATOR CO., illsnla, Gt.|
Sold by

druggitUat tl.OO per bottle

We have a few special bargains to offer. Will take

DrH.Kremers

old stoves in exchange.

Has moved his office and will
hereafter be found above the
Central Drug Store.

«ar-~

J. A. Vanderveen,

Office Hours: 9 to 10 a. m.. 8 to
news of the war?" 5 and 7 to 8 p. m. Sundays at heme
question that stag- corner 12th and Market St.

Behind the

l

imes.

What's the latest
was the surprising
gered the customs officer who boarded
the ship William H. Connor as she sailed
into Portland, Me., one day recently.
The query was put by the captain, and
the officer eyed him suspiciously until
he explained that when he sailed from
Kohi, Japan, on May 8 last, the ChinaJapan war was in full swing, and he
wanted to know how the fighterswere
getting along. The war had been over
so long the customs officer had forgotten all about It • •
•

Telephone

Hardware.

31.

It Is a truth In medicine that the
small* st dose that performs a cure Is
the best. De Witt’s Little Early Ris- GiottilnQ
jpSSEHHSHSHSHSESiasaSESHa&j ers are the smallest pills, will perform
a cure, and are the best.

.Doors.

Lawrenbk Kramer

Window Frames,

Mouldings, Flooring,
Siding, Paints,

Oils,

and Glass.

—

AT—

SHEERHOORN,

A. G. Bartley of Magic, Pa., writes: River and 7th St.
Holland
aduty of mine to inform you
and the public that De Witt's Witch
Hazel Salve cured me of a very bad
case of eczema. It also cured my boy HOTEL IMPERIAL
of a running sore on his leg.
One of the larssst and beet In
tl-00 per day up. Bend for
Lawrence Kramer. Booms
italf » blook from Utb it. exit of then ___
Central station. All bemage delivered t
rom Mich. Central depot. No oeh fares net
GOLD
cheaper than Miy. Lookout foronr porter at tbeitettoa.
rou
want comfort, oonmUenoe and econo
ever at '
stop at the
C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store.
I

x

E.

Cleaned and Repaired

feel it

ML.
I

.

.Will

Good tobacco

the operating-room.There he toyed
with Polyhymnia, the muse of music,

__

Martin

Thousands ot Women:

cago, secretary of the People’s university, is negotiating with the

of

41-3w

Book-Bindery

•fWffl-s.rS- V!l VrilfM

The largestPiece

session of said Court, then to be holden at the
Probate OtJlce in the City of Grand Haven, in

country must have been before 1863,
said county, and show cause, if any there be,
when it was presented, with the other why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
islandsof the group, to King George on granted : And It Is furtherordered, That said pehis advent to the throne. The very titioner wive notice to the persons Interested in
verdure with which it is clad— that is said estate,of the pendei cy of said petition, and
to say, the olive trees— were planted by the hearing tbereol by causing a copy of this
tion.
the English. Now, where a tree dies, order to be publUhed in The Holland City
its place is not filled,but there remains News, & nowBpaper urinted and circulated in
To Look After Itullaim.
a
gap. On the hillsides those gaps are said county of Ottawa for three successiveweeks
Lansing. Nov. S. — Gov. Rich has boon
previous to said day of hearing.
growing
larger and more numerous
advised by (he royal Italian consul at
(A true copy, Attest.)
Chicago that he has appointodJames every year. The condition on the
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,
streets
of
the
capital
is
bad
enough;
Lisa, of Calumet;to be Italian consular
Judge of Probate.

Style.

p

PLU

OF

-

Printino

At This Office.

Monday, the twenty-eighth
day of October
In the year one thousand eight hundred and
covered that I have changed my trousHe was 48 years old. born in New York
ninety-five.
ers and left my pocketbookat the hotel.
state, and began business here on a
Present. JOHN V. B. GOODRICH. Judge of
You will have to trust me until I go and Probatf.
small scale about 30 years ago.
get the money when you get through." In the inulterof the estate of Jan R. Kleyn.
ADOPTED A WAIF.
The barber did not say a word. He deceased.
Kind Artlou of it Company of Stu'.s washed the lather otT the unshaven side On reading and fl Irg the petition, duly vi riof the man’s face, pointed to a sign: "No fled, of DirkjeJ.Kleyn widow of said deceased,
Troop* nt Cmlumi't.
Calumet, Nov. 10.— While the Fifth credit,"and the honest man created a praying for the probate of an instrumentin
writing,filedin this Couit purporting to he tie
rc/imeiit was in camp at Ishpeming in sensation ns he walked down the
last will and testament ol said deceased, and ftr
street.
September during the strike, a teni tho appointment of herself as executrixthereof.
year-old waif named Darby Holland
Thereupon It is ordered, That Tuesday,the
AN
ISLE
GREECE.
was picked up as a mascot and shared
Ttrentusixth day of Novembtr next,
tne mess of the officers of the Calunct Where Decay and Neglect Have Made Sad at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,he assigned for the
Light guards. A few days after the reHavoc.
hearing of said petition.»nd that the heirs at

i

And

Cure. There are

is

of his barn Sunday afternoonby
shoot ing himself in the head. He suffered a stroke of apoplexylast summer,
and since then has had frequent melancholy attacks,and it w as in one of these
that he ended his life. Lamoreaux was
known all over the country as the “bean
king,” handling more beans at his elevator in this city than any other one
other clothes.
man in the world, and with trade rela"My friend,"he
loft

A

Buy

to be

-

-

William T. Lamoreaux Shoot* Hlnmclf In
a Fit of Melancholy.

A.

to

showed their stamped
goods and fascinators.

Just ask

NO MORE

"BEAN KING’S” SUICIDE.

J.

Time

and

allowed to clear express money orders
all dealers— price 50 cents. through the clearing house. The clearMOTTOES
SIDES.
Mailed by Foster-Milbum Co., Buffalo, N.
ing house also adopted resolutionsdeMisadventure of nn Honest Ohio Mem
Y., sole aeents for the U. 8. Remember
claring it to be the sense of its members
chant at the National Capital.
the name. Doan't, and take no other.
that no member shall cash express
There
is a merchant in an Ohio town
Forsale by J. O.D ves burg.
money orders except at a charge.
whom to name would be adding insult
Banks of Michigan have long antagonto injury after his experience in Washized express money order business and
ington a few days ago. He is locally
especially so since the express comknown at his home, says the Washingpanies have raised rates.
ton Star, as “Old Honesty,” because he

-

the

an

by

Moved

is

sanity than others? Dr. Toulouse, the secretary.
WHAT YOU NEED FOR WINTER WEAR.
2
C. A. Stbvenson.
celebrated Paris alienist, answered this
1
0
question after the suicide of Hippolyte
The healing properties of De Wilt’s
Raymonds, the French writer of com- Witch Hazel Salve are well known.
edy. “Mental disorders among men of It cures eczema, skin affections and
letters," says Mr. Toulouse, “always ap- is simply a perfect remedy for piles.
peal more forcibly to the imagination
Lawrence Kramer.
than ordinary cases of insanity.But
oflrrs as well
assorted stock of underwear, flannele,
we must not conclude that madness
Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder blankets, niittensandother heavy weight goods, as can be
is more frequent among them than in
World'* Pair HlffhcttMedal and Dlplniu*
found in the City. Their dry goods department contains
any other walks of life. The English
have a saying that great geniuses are
all the latest novelties
styles.
the . ladies will
How, 8 This!
all madmen, but it would be going too
make
10
mistake
in
giving
them
a
callfar to assert that a man goes insane WeofferOne Hundred Reward for
l>ecau6c he becomes a passionate fol- any case of Catarrh that cannot be
lower of art or literature. There is cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
no special form of insanity which at- F J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo,
O. We the under signed, have known
tacks artists or writers, but the celebF.J Cheney for the last 15 year, and
rity which the successful ones achieve
believe him perfeccly honorable In all
fascinates a great many men who have business transactionsand financially
talent, but who also have abnormally able to carry out any obligations made
emotionaltemperaments.
by their fllrm.
“The active brain work, the feverish West & truax, Whole sale Druggists,
impatience with which they seek to Toledo, o. Warding Kinnan a
gain
fame, and often the privations Marvin, WholesaleDruggists, Toledo
60 years old.
O.
that they endure— all these favor the
EXPRESS ORDERS development of the germs of madness Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken Interna.
.
.
lly, acting directly upon the blood and
which lie dormant in many brains, and mucous surfaces of the system. Price,
Will He Ciuhed by the llsnkriof Michigan
which would never have made them- 75c per bottle. Sold by Sold by all DrugAfter November 30.
Detroit, Nov. 9. — A committee of the RPlves manifest if these persons had gists. Testimonialsfree.
Detroit clearing house recentlysent adopted a calm and more vegetative
Nothin? so distressing as a hacking,
400 circularsto banks in Michigan ask- mode of existence. It is my opinion
ing whether they deemed it advisable that the life led by most artistsand cough. Nothing so fooish as to sutler
to continuethe practice of cashing ex- writers is of a sort that is especially from it. Nothing so dangerous if allpress money orders nt par. The replies favorable to the bringing out in full owed to contl ryie. One Minute Cough
showed 220 against the practice, 13 force of any tendenciesto insanity Cure gives immediate relief.
Lawrence Kramar
undecided and 2 in favor of its contin- which may exist in embryo in the brain.
uance. The Detroit clearing house as- The slightest thing may then unbalance
sociation has now voted that after No- the mind, and it is that which too often
There are many good reasons why
you should use One Minute Cough
vember 30 none of its members will be hapi>ens."

has proven they will do the work.”

Sold

Loan

The Ottawa County Building and
Loan Associationha« money to loan

The {Statementof Some One In Holland been discontinued.
nicker Than Some One In Florida 1
Andrew Wyse, a young man of Empire, while out driving with a couple
Supposing you had backache, a weak or
of Indies, was thrown from the buggy
lame back, a worn-out,listless feeling that
and killed.
you wanted to get rid of, and you read of
A new bank to be known us the Desome one in Florida who had been cured,
posits and Loan bank has been organwould you believe it? Not these days when ized nt Benton Harbor with a capital of
so many claims are made by unscrupulous $40,000.
persons ; we think not. But if some one
David Fisher, of Kalamazoo,has been
right here in Holland, some one you can appointed a special agent of the interior
see, can inquire about, can satisfy you that department to disburse $104,000among
what he says is true, “ that would be differ- the 302 members of the Pottowatomie
tribe.
ent,” wouldn’t it? Well, now, that’s the
Mayor Pingree wants the treaty of
kind of proof we are going to give you about
1817 between Great Britain and the
a remedy for backache and all complaints
United States preventing the construcof and arising from disorderedkidneys..
tion of war vessels on the great lakes
Martin Van der Poel is a citizen of Hol- to be abrogated.
land. He resides at the corner of N. River
Dr. Horace C. Clapp, one of Mendon’s
and First Streets. He says
oldest physicians,and well known
“For a long time I have had what is throughout southern Michigan, died
commonly called ‘bad back.’ I do not suddenly at his home recently. Heartknow what caused it, the pain was right in failure was the cause of death. He w as
:

to

Americans f^ioald Visit It

It is said that of the 3,000 visitors to
the YellowstoneNational park during
the last three years not more than 100

Phoenix Planing Mill

were Americans. If the park waa In
Europe It would probably be visitedby
50,000 Americans a year.

Prices the Lowest.
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AGREAT

Earthquake!!
Shook up the entire U. S. last week. Although it caused general
alarm and commotion, the sensation is nothing as compared to the

Great

.

.

.

Clearance Sale
We

will inaugurate

OF SHOES

NextWeek Commencing

Monday Horning, Nov.

1,

1

and continue for 30 days.
If

you were

surprised then

you

will be

dumfounded now.

PRICES:
GENTS
.10

prv Parks & Haywards Kangaroos former price
Special

(V>

50 prs. Mens real calf buckle, former price *1.75.
$1.35.

LIST:

Smith genuine calf skin shoes, former

price *4.00. Special price *2.:>0.
12 pis.

One

lot Boys shoes. $1.50. $1.75 and *2.00 former price.
Special price *l.oo. These are bargain'.

Pt.2'».

prs. Pintfree &

genuine Pingree & Smith hand sewed patent

100 prs.

:t'.

3S

95

*4. 'hi. Now *2.00
& Smith Kid patent tip button, broken
sizes, former price $3.00 and *3.50. Now *2.00.
prs. Pingree & Smith Walking Shoes, size 2 to >j- for-

prs. Pingree

mer

*4.')0. Special price *3.00.
0

Pingree & Smith’s Button Kid Shoes, former

price *3.50 and

2.-) prs.

i

rice

$2.00. Special price *1.25.

prs. Lilly & Brackets \'ici Kid patent leather tip,
price *6.00. Special price ^4.50.

24 prs. Pingree Sc Smith Old Ladies' congress unfinished
Kid, former price 82.25. Special *1.50.

prs Lilly iS: Brackettsshell cordova, former price *6.00

%

o

Special price *4.50.

Putman Shoe Go's bicycle shoes, former price
$3.00. Special price $2.25.
prs. Putman Shoe Go's genuine heaxy calf skin shoes,
former price *2.7.'.Special *1.98.
prs. Avon Shoe Go's lace and congress shoes, former

8 prs.

21

75

price *2.60. Special $1.78.
24 prs.

Avon Shoe Go’s hoys

shoes, former price *2.00.

Special price *1.48.

Mens oil grain Hist Shoe Go’s make, former
price *2.00. Now *1.50.

60 prs. of

50

J. Robinsons Ladies’ tine Kid button and
lace shoes bought for this special sale, price *1.29.
A trade leaser.

prs. II.

22 prs.

Charles Lee's goods Vica Kid, former price •S.'i.on-

Now

*1.57.

MEN’S RUBBERS:
Gents Marlone strap Woonsocket rubbers, former price
SOcts. Now 48 cts.
5 Cares Men's clog rubbers, former price 75 cts. Special
price 46

5 Cases felt hoots and
*2 50. Now *1.90.

16
32 prs. Pingree & Smith Childs shoes, broken lots, former price $1.50 and *2.00. Special price *1.00.

& Smith Misses Kid Shoes, former price
*2.00 and $2.50. Now$1.50. A bargain.
65 prs. Gckeys ladies button patent tip Kid Shoes, broken l^t, former price *2.50, and *3.00. Now *1.89.
32 prs. Pingree

A screamer.
61 prs. Coopers ladles tine patent tip needle toe shoe
*1.98.

cCti.

10 Cases felt hoots and
*2.75. Now *2.10.

CHILDREN’S SHOES:

former price #3.00. Now

Moyers, of Milwaukee make Kid. former price
*3.00. Now *1.92.

jirs.

5 Cacrs ladies strap rubbers, retail everywhere for 50ets.
Now 85 ets., all sizes.

LADIES’ LIST:

leather, former price *0.00. Special price *4.00.

Pingree & Smith Yici Kid hand welt, former
prices *4.00. Special price *.100.
prs. Lilly vt Brackettshand welt bales, former price

Now

rubbers together,former price
rubbers together, former price

Cases Boston Rubber boots, regular price $3.00.
Special price *2 65.

6 Cases mens Boston Rubber Co’s buckle
price *1.50. Our price *1.25.

A

article,

regular

reduction on all Ladles, Misses and Childrens rubbers
in the same proportion.

GLOVES & MITTENS:
We have *1.000 worth that we bought at a bargain
will close them all out at cost during the Sale.

and we

9

give you this sale on gloves and mittens for your special benefit. We do not
want to make a profit on them. We have been put to a great expense in fitting up the
shoe store in the tower block and now have the finest store outside of Grand Rapids and

We

Detroit, and make the sale to get acquainted with the people
gan Counties. Remember a $15,000 stock to select from.

of

Ottawa and Alle-

ik&ifl

W.T. HARDY, Holland.
UNDER THE TOWER.
-jl

M;:

.

